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The presence ofmilitary re-
cruiters on campus has caused
a controversy that is now be-
ing sorted out by university
officials. The controversy is
not whether recruiters should
be allowed on campus, but
rather where they should be
allowed to recruit.
A couple ofweeks ago, Ted
Fortier, Seattle University
professor of anthropology,
was appalled by the sight of
United States Marine Corps
recruiters outside the doors
of Campus Ministry in the
Student Center.
The presence of recruiters
outside the Campus Ministry
doors was considered a con-
flict of the beliefs held up by
the ministry's staff. A source
within the administration
claimed that the Campus Min-
istry office disagrees with the
United States' war in Iraq, and
that a recruiter outside their
office was inappropriate.
"I sent a letter to Tim Leary,
Fr. Tony Harris andDan Mori-
arty and was told that it wasn't
going to happen," Fortier said.
"The next day there was an
Army recruiter on the third
floor."
Hookah bars go up in smoke
with passing of Initiative 901
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu. edu
There is a social practice gaining popularity in Seattle that calls peo-
ple of all ages together to converse through laughter and thick smoke.
More friendly to your taste buds than cigarettes and more friendly to
federal law than marijuana, the communal sharing ofa hookah - the
MiddleEastern manner ofsmoking flavored tobacco from a large water
pipe - is achieving notoriety across the United States.
Curious passersby and experienced smokers alike come together
within the walls of Seattle's hookah establishments, where lounging
around an elaborate glass piece and talking between hits has become
a common way to spend the evenings.
But the proprietors of such businesses will soon need to change the
way they operate, and fans of therich flavored smoke will need to find
a new indulgence. On Nov. 8, the state ofWashington overwhelmingly
approved a clean air act that has been described as the most rigorous
in the country.
A total of 1,091,521 voters (63.17%) voted in support of Initiative
901, an amendment to the previously standing Clean Air Act of 1985
that would make it illegal to smoke in or around all businesses and
public institutions.
Now, exactly one month later, the ban is about to take effect.
Though many supporters have argued that it will improve upon all
aspects of life - such as going to work, sitting in bars, and seeing live
music - there is another side that many overlooked in their haste to
pass 901.
Establishments throughout the city where smoking is a part ofhow
business is conducted - notably, hookah and cigar bars - are now
faced with a serious bump in the road in terms of maintaining their
businesses. With stipulations that prohibit smoking within 25 feet ofa
buildings entrance, the option ofmoving the hookah smoking outside
is also ruled out.
Washington is only the second state, behind Florida, to enact a
ban on smoking as a direct result ofa citizen-voted initiative. Yet in
the past, regardless of how the bill came about, anti-smoking laws
always made exemptions for private clubs and establishments. Many
are realizing now that this is not the case in Washington: come Dec.
8, hookah bars will become a thing of the past.
The amendment to the Clean Air Act, as written out by Washington
Secretary ofState Sam Reed, clears up previous discrepancies regard-
ing what defines smoking: " 'smoke' or 'smoking' means the carrying
or smoking of any kind of lighted pipe, cigar, cigarette, or any other
lighted smoking equipment," and goes on to list some of the new
public places where smoking will be illegal.
Though places like museums and hospitals were already on the list,
the amended list included"schools [...] bars, taverns, bowling alleys,
skating rinks, casinos, reception areas, and no less that seventy-five
percent ofthe sleeping quarters within a hotel or motel that are rented
to guests."This leaves little room for smokers to light up, and though
the description lacks any specific mention ofhookah or cigar bars, it
also lacks a clause exempting them from the rule.
JoeyAnchondo
Hookah bars such as this one on First and
Cherry will be a thing of the past come Dec. 8
when Initiative 901 is in effect.
Men's basketball trap opponents;
defeat Div. I Pacific, Portland
Nick Lollini
lollinin@seattlei{. edit
The Seattle University men's basketball team
has done something this year that no Redhawks
team in the past 21 years has been able to ac-
complish.
With a win over Evergreen State on Tuesday
night, the Redhawks have opened their regu-
lar season with four consecutive wins and no
losses.
While already compiling an upset against Divi-
sion I Big West conference powerhouse Univer-
sity of Pacific, and Division I rival University
of Portland, Seattle University appears poised to
break all of this year's expectations.
Two weeks ago, on Nov. 18, as Seattle Univer-
sity hosted Regis University, Saint Martins and
Cal Poly Pomona in the Elgin Baylor Classic, the
Redhawks blew past Regis University in their
regular season opener at the Connolly Center,
beating the Rangers 80-63.
The next night Seattle University continued
their dominance with a win over No. 15 ranked,
West Region defending champion
Joey Anchondo
Sean Namanny, 11, and Adam Moore, 52, apply
"the trap" defense to a Regis guard during the
Nov. 18 game. The Redhawks won 80-63. See Men's Basketball...
Page 12
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Editorial
Initiative 901 infringes on the rights of smokers
On Dec. 8, the most stringent no smoking
law in the nation will come into effect and
dramatically change the social atmosphere
in Seattle. No longer are you going to be
allowed to smoke in bars or restaurants
- not even IHOP at three o'clock in the
morning.
While the passing may seem irrational to
some, for non-smokers and smokers alike,
it is about time. But there is one understated
glitch in the wordage in Initiative 901.
Washington State Initiative 901 is intended
to amend the 1985 Clean Air Act which
prohibited smoking in public places except
in designated areas. However, with 901 the
law states that you may not smoke within 25
feet of a doorway or air intake. This is ridiculous
and will not be enforced.
In areas like Belltown, Pioneer Square or Capitol
Hill, most bars, restaurants and shops are within
five feet ofeach other. Although it is obvious that
Initiative 901 was not thought out fully, it does
chalk up a victory for those who do not want to
come home smelling like an ashtray.
Other states have passed smoking bans in public
places, but Initiative 901 definitely is the harshest
and will most likely be amended to reflect more
freedom for smokers. Such as in New
York, where an amended smoking ban was
enacted one year after it was originally
signed.
New York's Clean Indoor Act of 2003
included the exemption of tobacco bars
that had been in place before the original
act was signed and that derive 10percent or
more from the sale of the products. It also
stated that outside eating areas could apply
for an exemption if the smoking section
was no more than 25 percent of the total
seating area and that the area had no roof
or was enclosed.
The most important aspect of Initiative
901 is that it actively addresses the need to
cut down exposure to secondhand smoke. How-
ever, it's not fair to those who do smoke. Making
someone walk down the street to smoke a cigarette,
a cigar or even a tobacco pipe is not rigjit and
deeply infringes on their individual rights.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Kevin Curley, Canda Harbaugh and Nicholas Lollini. Signed commentaries reflect the
OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECESSARILY THOSE OF THE SPECTATOR
Iran should develop nuclear energy
William Crane
cranew@seattleii.edu
The Iran nuclear program has caused
much concern in both the United States and
Europe. The program, initially funded by
bothEuropean nations and the United States,
has ignited a fear thatIran may be developing
a nuclear weapons program. This fear over-
rides thepotential needs ofa nation currently
dependent on oil, a finite fuel.
Unlike other nuclear"outsiders" (Pakistan,
India, Israel and North Korea) Iran hassigned
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. As a
signer of the treaty, Iran has the legal and
inalienableright to develop a civiliannuclear
program, unless they are deemed tobe using
itto develop weapons as well.
The United States and the international
community have done little to sanction
Pakistan, India or Israel from developing
a nuclear arsenal outside the reach of the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. Iran has
neither developed a nuclear weapon nor
declared itself a nuclear power. India and
Pakistan have both tested nuclear weapons
and Israel prefers to remain ambiguous.
TheUnited States'response to Iran as well
as NorthKorea has been acall for economic
sanctions, a mainly symbolic call, given
the current members of the United Nations
Security Council.
If Iran is not found in breach of the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, it should
be allowedto explore energy sources outside
ofbuming fossil fuels. Oil, whileabundant in
parts ofIran, should notbe a basis todisallow
Iran from having a variety ofenergy sources
to provide its citizens with. Finding alterna-
tive sources ofenergyshouldbe encouraged,
and nuclearpower is an option that shouldbe
available to nations who followinternational
standards and use the reactors for peaceful,
non-militarized purposes.
The purpose oftheNuclearNon-Prolifera-
tion Treatywas not to deny nations an energy
resource, but rather to persuade nations po-
tentially seeking nuclear weapons to giveup
their aims for a nucleararmsprogram in trade
for a peaceful nuclear energy program.
While a nuclear armed Iran is not an
option any nation wants, the United States
has neither the resources, reputation, nor
trust of the world community to adequately
accuse the Iranians of harboring a nuclear
weapons program. Therecent choicetoallow
Russia to take the lead in dealing with Iran
has shown that the clout and international
reputation of the United States is such that
it cannot unilaterally move against a nation
it sees as a threat.
By dealing with international problems in
an international manner, the United States is
finally accepting thatnuclear containment is
a global issue that can only be dealt with in a
global manner. Invasion and war have done
little to stabilize so-called "rogue nations."
Russia, like the five other permanent Se-
curity Council members, has little incentive
to allow the Iranians to develop a functional
nuclear weapons program. Nuclear weapons
are a threat no matterwhichnation possesses
them.
The international community should
follow the example ofSouth Africa, which
peacefully gave up its nuclear program in
the early 19905,as well as the former Soviet
states who returned their nuclear weapons.
Instead ofeconomic pressure and militaristic
demands, these nations were allowed to give
up their nuclear programs in exchange for
economic and social incentives, including
peaceful nuclear energy programs.
Hard-line Iranians, who recently called
for the destructionofIsrael, will only gather
internal support for the development of
possible nuclear weapons while threatened
with sanctions and possible military actions.
However, if one can persuade Iran to work
within theregulations ofthe Non-Prolifera-
tion Treaty, one will find a nation willing to
work from consensus and not extremes.
This should be done through economic
incentives in exchange for an internation-
ally regulated, transparent civilian nuclear
energy program.
Iran can be persuaded to work within the
confines of the treaty and to not be clandes-
tine in their nuclear activities. Without equal
treatment, Iran has no incentive to work
with the internationalcommunity and every
reason to see the United Nations as a biased
organization.
An international approach to this crisis
should have the goal of promoting peaceful
energy production while at the same time
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OPINIONS
Victims of disasters are now victims of "FEMAville"
Lauren Padgett
padgettl@seatt\eu.edu
Off of Florida's Interstate 75, a 90-acre
stretch of land lies between the Charlotte
County Airport and the Charlotte County Jail.
More than 500 white trailers stand in rows,
about 10feet apart from each other in the heat
ofPunta Gorda. They houseover 1,000victims
ofHurricane Charley. There are no trees, parks,
flowers, schools, gas stations orhospitals. The
nearest restaurant is five miles away. Welcome
to FEMAville.
Hurricane Charley was a Category 4 storm
that devastated Florida last year. FEMAville
was constructed in response to the high de-
mand for housing of displaced Americans.
TheseAmericans were left with nothing when
their homes were destroyed.
FEMA [the Federal Emergency Manage-
mentAgency] invited victims to live rent-free
in the government trailers, as long as they
agreed to pay utilities and leave as soonas they
could find permanent housing.
There isnothing pleasant about this modern
squatter town - FEMA specifically recom-
mended not to make it too comfortable, lest
residents decide to stay.
The purpose of FEMAville, according
to FEMA directors, is to provide the "three
S's"- safety, security and sanitary housing. The
kind ofcomfort or relief one would expect to
find after a such a disaster is evidently not a
part ofFEMA's agenda.
Over 13 months later, more than half of the
original residents still call FEMAville home,
and in February they will be homeless again.
FEMA is planning to shut down the temporary
neighborhood on February 13, 2006.
Drug trafficking, domestic violence and
extreme childhood delinquency run rampant
in a town the authorities choose to ignore.
Released prisoners from the local jail and
at least four child molesters call FEMAville
home. Punta Gorda's FEMAville is the ghetto
for a next generation.
This is the scenario that Hurricane Katrina
victims will be facing. Although intense ex-
amination of Punta Gorda suggests that this
sort of"Hooverville" does not work, FEMA is
planning on spending $2 billion to buy 300,000
trailerand mobile homes to house victims of
Hurricane Katrina.
While FEMAville residents continue to
live in poverty and squalor, the government
is trying to place 2,000 families in 19 differ-
ent similar parks. Boh Herbert, director of
recovery for Charlotte County in Florida, has
said that any park built on a larger scale than
the one in Punta Gorda wouldbe a complete
disaster. Even in light of this, the government
isplanning on relocating 2,000 families across
Louisiana in a similar fashion.
The government needs a betterplan. Without
any other ideas, these kinds ofparks, full of
crime, depression and poverty are going to
become a staple ofAmerican life.
We are not progressing as a society;
by building more of these parks we
will be taking a step backward in
social development.
By creating cheap living spaces
for displaced hurricane victims,
we will be creating ghettos, and
as our history has shown us, they
will become violent and plagued
with problems.
The government needs to work
on reintegrating the victims of
natural disasters back into society.
They needto help people find jobs,
build credit and bring revenue back into small-
owned businesses across the South.
Already, HurricaneKatrina is old news. The
United States has moved on to more abstract
matters, no longer focusing on concrete solu-
tions to this growing problem. After all of the
fanfare surrounding the worst natural disaster
in our nation's history, thereality is that many
of those affected by the hurricane will never
get back on their feet. If they are reduced to
these conditions, once out of the public eye
and interest, they will be forgotten.
Photo courtesy of www.danieldesign.com
Lack of planning causes
problems for Nursing School
Editors Note:
- The authorof this letter has requested to
remain anonymous to protect their identity
and their future prospects within the nurs-
ing program.
We've been hearing it for years: Nursing
-if it's right foryou, it's the thing to do. You
can work in any field you want, its flexible
schedule eases theparent/career controversy,
and because of the uprising need, you can
write your own paycheck.
Traditionally, Seattle University and the
College of Nursing have been renowned
for only allowing top students entrance into
their program. The competition is fierce,
but recently the chances ofeven be-
ing considered for the program
are slim to none. With the
faculty and administration
running around unprepared
for the applicant pool c
in-house students wanting
their chance to be considered
for the program, pre-nursing
students are left feeling frus-
trated, overwhelmed, deceived
and hopeless.
What exactly is the problem'!
Recently the College of Nurs-
ing underwent a managemen
change. Three key admissions
and administrationpositions are being filled
right now by pinch hitters. Also, the nurs-
ing program is absolutely dependent upon
a certain sequence of classes. Two of these
classes are only offered in theWinter Quarter
of a student's sophomore year, and these
classes are traditionally overloaded with a
waiting list of nursing and pre-nursing stu-
dents a mile long. While the administration
gets their feet on the ground, it leaves us
pre-nursing students wondering, what solu-
tion will they come up with for this problem?
Will we ever get the chance to be nurses?
The Provost and the Administration were
aware of this problem last year when an
uprise of pre-major students decided it was
time to commit to the nursing program.
After a chaotic year of advising and admis-
sions, lack oforganization and hours-on-end
phone conversations between theBellarmine
Advising Center and Admissions Faculty
at the College of Nursing, the faculty and
Administration promised students and staff
another year of the same stress and pressure
would not happen again. The solution had
come - a multi-million dollar donation to
build a 'state of the art nursing facility' that
will allow the College ofNursing to take in
more students and operate at a higher level
all the way around the board. More teach-
ers, a better facility and more students to
create a support network with - that sounds
great! That is until the Provost dropped the
bomb that the donationmoney could only be
used to admit transfer students - completely
blindsiding the pre-nursing pool ofanxious
students.
Despite the millions ofdollars, somehow
the Administration and the Provost
can't find a place to put these
pre-nursing students. Com-
petition is fierce, and with
the bottleneck of course
egistration requirements
to get into the nursing se-
quence, it leaves us pre-
majors to scramble on our
own with no administration
' to help us to try to get into a
closed class.
It is plain and undoubtedly
wong that the students who have
proved they can workhard and
are sure they want to commit
to this program are being overlooked to
admit new transfer students from surround-
ing community colleges. It seems to go
against the grain that our entire university
was founded on, with Jesuit values of truth
and trust, hard work and dedication.
With that doubt rolling in of the integ-
rity of our institution, we cannot even be
comforted by the backbone of this previ-
ously-bejeweled institution. In this set of
circumstances, the Provost is indirectly en-
couraging nursing students who have already
proven themselves on their transcript and
in our SU community to seek their dreams
elsewhere, orput off being accepted into the
program for an entire year or more because
there is no more room at the inn for us.
So my advice to all of the other pre-nurs-
ing students out there- They won't take you
here, and they won't make room for you, so




Letters to the Editor:
The Catwalk is not
the place for a formal
affair
Dear Editor:
I don't know about you, but I spent some
money onFall Ball this year, including tickets,
a dress, etc.
What SEAC should have toldme was that
myimoney would have been better spent on
latex gloves and a hazardous-materials suit.
Was "An Uptown Affair" a cruel joke on
Seattle University students hoping to have
a good time at Fall Ball this year? The title
carries connotations ofclass, something that
was definitely lacking at this year's Ball.
Speaking ofa lack of class, let's start with
the venue. The Catwalk, I'm sure, isan excel-
lent place to see a band perform. It is not a
place to hold a semi-formal affair, however.
The exterior smelled of urine, which would
have been fine had everyone not had to wait
in a ridiculously long line. Students didn't
get much reassurance once inside, either. The
Catwalk is somewhere you go in ripped-up
jeans,not a nice dress.
In addition, I bought my tickets ahead of
time. What I wish SEAC would have told me
was that itwould not have made a difference
since ticket holders and non-ticket holders had
to wait in the same long line. The insane slug-
gishness ofthat wait could have been sped up,
Ibelieve, ifsomeone had thought tocreate two
lines. Iknow thisall mightseem nitpicky, but it
seems likeall the little things went wrong that
night, addingup to a badly-run event.
Furthermore, I looked over my ticketsquite
carefullybefore the dance.MaybeI was miss-
ing something, but I definitely do not recall
being told thatthere would be a $5.00re-entry
fee. In fact, I didnot notice it until after I had
stepped inside, and after 1 had checked my
purse in. That was brilliant, absolutely bril-
liant, people just smoked cigarettes inside.
Having attended a well-executedFall Ball
last year, I recall beverages being available.
Why not this year? I was told by a member
of SEAC that crates of bottled water were
purchased for our refreshment this year; did I
just miss the sign?At leastgiving students the
opportunity to purchase non-alcoholicbever-
ages wouldhave been... we11... the norm. The
Catwalk was smelly andhot and overcrowded,
and not giving students the opportunity to get
some fonn ofhydration shows a serious lack
offoresight.
Luckily, Seattle University students are
amazing and can have a good time no matter
where they are. I just want to know why we
didnot stick with whatworked. Last year was
fabulous; the location was awesome, I didn't
face a ridiculous wait at coat check, there was
enough room for everyone, and water was
available. I really hope Saturday night was
not an indicator of SEAC's programming
capabilities this year.
This year's Fall Ball was not an Uptown
Affair, it was a health and fire hazard.






The column "Win, Lose, or Draw; Re-
publicans choose win" by Michael Reagan,
saddens me.
Firstly, Michael Reagan paints a picture
ofU.S. politics and the war in Iraq that is
black and white. Developmentally speaking,
the adolescent mind finds abstract ideas dif-
ficult and tends to simplify issues into two's,
creating false dichotomies.
Michael is a smart man, and yet fails to
communicate the complexity of the war in
Iraq.
Secondly, Mr. Reagan consistently uses
emotionally charged language throughout
his column, resulting in an emotionally
charged response, not a reason-controlled
response.
When Michael says, "Ifyou have a single
ounce ofcommon sense..." he accomplishes
a couple things. Firstly he riles up the
reader by appealing to what he considers
common sense, and secondly he
commits the logical fallacy ofpoisoning
the well, which in this case means that if
you agree with Michael, you have common
sense, and ifyou disagree, you do not have
common sense.
It is unfortunate that Mr. Reagan uses
emotional language, logical fallacies and
oversimplified critiques when giving an
opinion on the Iraq war.
We need more clarity to foster an open
dialogue to achieve peace, not more rheto-
ric.
- Matthew Zahler, n.S.J
The Spectator
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Roger Valdez is the manager of King
County's Tobacco Prevention Program, whose
goals and mission can be found online at
SmokeFreeSeattle.org.
"In our view, smoking a hookah is still
smoking," he said. "Our reading of 1-901
is that smoking a hookah in a workplace or
enclosed public place would be inconsistent
with the new law. Further, there is a good deal
of evidence to show that smoking hookahs
creates many of the same negative health
effects created by secondhand smoke from
a cigarette."
Valdez said that the goal of 901 was to re-
move secondhand smoke from public places
- whether the public realized this before vot-
ing or not, it does include hookah and cigar
bars.
Many opponents of the bill have argued
that it was too broad and, rather than simply
banning smoking, limits the freedoms ofboth
a patron and proprietor ofany given establish-
ment. There was a significant movement of
smokers and nonsmokers who took issue with
the ban because it essentially leaves private
homes as the only suitable places for cigarette
and hookah smoking.
Opponents also believe that with this law,
the local economy will suffer from a lack of
patrons at formerly smoky bars, taverns and
clubs.
Valdez acknowledges that certain busi-
nesses may suffer.
"Our program is very supporting ofthe good
work that bars and restaurants inKing County
do to provide entertainment and opportuni-
ties," he said. "It is always unfortunate to see
businesses fail. However, unfortunately for
them, hookah bars have built theirbusinesses
around something that will be inconsistent
with the law [starting] on Dec. 8."
Another non-cigarette-related organization
that will find itself inconsistent with the law
is Seattle's medical marijuana establishment,
the GreenCross Patient Co-Op.
According to Valdez, the previously ap-
proved Initiative 692 - passed in 1998 and
granting permission from the State for suf-
ferers ofcertain illnesses to grow, possess and
acquire medical cannabis- will be trumped by
the passing of 1-901.
"Smoking ofany kind is banned inall public
and workplaces," he said. "Ifthe Green Cross
Patient Co-Op is a public place or a workplace
as defined by the law, it would be covered by
1-901. Smoking in public or in work places,
regardless ofwhat is being smoked or how it
is being smoked, is covered by the ban."
The hookah example is one that fits in with
the sentiments of many who oppose smok-
ing bans: they believe it represents a limit on
personal freedom and broad restrictions that
can be loosely applied.
BanTheßan.org is a grassroots organiza-
tion opposing the capitol's recently approved
smoking ban. Their sentiments, taken from
the website, echo that of some Seattle op-
ponents.
"The debate over the smoking ban is often
cast as a battle between the rights of smokers
and those ofnon-smokers. But it isn't," reads
the website. "A smoking ban doesn't violate
the rights ofsmokers or non-smokers as such.
It violates the rights of everyone, regardless
ofwhether or not they smoke."
They argue that proprietors lose significant
control over how they run their businesses,
employees lose the choice to workat a smoke-
free or smoke-friendly business, and consum-
ers lose the option of "a diverse nightlife that
is filled with options."
This is not the case, according to ban-sup-
porters at Yeson9ol.org. The "official" web-
site for the Smoking ban, it describes some of
their endorsers - theAmerican Cancer Society,
Swedish Medical Center, the Washington
State PTA, the Washington State Council of
Firefighters and the American Federation of
Musicians - and refutes many arguments made
against the ban.
Citing California and New York, both states
that have implemented smoking bans in the
past decade, the site proves the economic im-
provement that will hopefully come to Seattle
as a result of 1-901.
In New York, restaurants increased tax re-
ceipts by 8.7 percent and addednearly 11,000
jobs to theworkforce. In California, restaurant
revenue rose by more than $2 billion in fewer
than five years, and a quarter million jobs
were created.
But for local proprietors the business growth
over a long term doesn't help their impending
situation. Catherine Krogstad is a manager at
B&O Espresso on Capitol Hill, where hookahs
are rented. Though she isn't sure how 1-901
will affect business there, she is expecting
some negative changes.
"Right now we're justsame-old, same-old,"
she said. "I don'tknow what's going to happen
exactly. We do sell them, so I'm sure there will
be plenty ofpeople disappointed."
B&O Espresso, which began selling hoo-
kahs in late 2004, has become one of down-
town Seattle's four locations where hookahs
can be rented and smoked indoors (along with
the two locations of Zaina Food, Drink and
Friends and Diwan Hookah Lounge).
B&O and Zaina both serve other purposes
than smoking - one is a coffee shop, the other
a Middle Eastern restaurant and bar - and thus
will be able to continue operations. Diwan,
known exclusively for its hookahs, has already
announced that with their main source ofbusi-
ness eliminated, options are running out.
Whether or not the voters intended to extin-
guish the coals ofKing County's hookah bars
by passing 1-901- as a county it was thebill's
fifth biggest supporter in Washington State,
with a 65 percent approval - it is apparent
that the smoking ban will affect more than
just cigarette smokers.
Krogstad seemed hesitant to answer whether
she felt 1-901 wouldbe helpful or harmful to
Seattle in the long run, and her sentiments
seemed to echo the divide many Seattle resi-
dents feel.
"That's a hard one. I think it will help keep it
so people can go out to more places and enjoy
the atmosphere without having smoke around
them," she said. "But I think it will be tough
at first, on businesses and everyone."
Joey Anchondo
Zaina's, one of the hookah bars in the area, will have to close down
the hookah bar part of their establishment because of the ban.
JoeyAnchondo
Washington is now the newest state to have a state-wide
smoking ban. Starting Dec. 8 all business, including bars,






Two types of secondhand smoke:
Sidestream smoke: smoke that
come from a lighted cigarette, pipe
or cigar
Mainstream smoke: smoke that is
exhaled by a smoker
Secondhand tobacco smoke con-
tains:
4,000 chemical compounds, more
than 60 of which are known or sus-
pected to cause cancer










• 70% of smokers want to quit
• 35% attempt to quit each year
• Less than 5% succeed
Every year in the United States
secondhand smoke causes:
• 35,000-40,000 heart disease re-
lated deaths in people who are
not current smokers
• 3,000 deaths from lung cancer to
nonsmoking adults
• 150,000-300,000 lower respira-
tory tract infections (such as
pneumonia and bronchitis) in
children younger than 18 months
old
According to a 2003 survey in King
County of 800 bar attendees:
• 67% are nonsmokers
• 76% feel secondhand smoke is
harmful to their health
• 45% have avoided going to bars
because smoking was allowed
• 73% support a ban on smoking
in all work places
Information provided by www.cancer.
org and www.SmokeFreeSeattle.org





According to Major Peter Gillooly, the Seattle Uni-
versity Reserve Officer Training Corp recruiting officer,
theserecruiters should not have been on campus.
"Ihad not heard about these incidents," Maj. Gillooly
said. "1 can't really see the Army coming on campus,
we have a good relationship with themand all recruiters
know to contact us before they visit."
In a conversation with the Army's Seattle Recruit-
ing office, a recruiter has not visited the campus this
quarter.
"We always make sure we speak with Maj. Gillooly
beforewe come on campus," a recruiter said in a phone
interview.
The Spectator was unable toreach the Seattle Marine
Corp Recruiting Office for comment, however, Maj.
Gillooly emphasized that all branches of the military
are encouraged to make contact with his office.
Military recruiters are allowed on college campuses
because of the Solomon Amendment, a law passed in
1996by the U.S. government.
The law states that colleges and universities must
permit recruiters on campus or face suspension of
federal funding.
"Institutions ofhigher educationthat prevent ROTC
access ormilitary recruiting on campus: denial ofgrants
and contracts from Department of Defense, Depart-
ment ofEducation, and certain other departments and
agencies," according to wordage in the law, 10 USC
Sec. 983.
However, a year ago a federal appeals court barred
the government from denying funds if universities
blocked recruiters from their campuses.
In a 2-1 ruling, a three-judge panel of the 3rd U.S.
Circuit Court ofAppeals in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
the panel concluded that the Solomon Amendment de-
nied the First Amendment rights of the university.
But this past spring the Supreme Court announced
thatthey woulddecide whethersome law schools may
curb military recruiters' access to their students.
The case is Rumsfeld v. FAIR, N0.04-1152. Oral
argumentsbegan this month, and a decisionis expected
by July 2006.
At this time, the University intends on following the
standards set forth in the Solomon Amendment.
However, University officials are looking at if there
should be a designated location for theserecruiters.
Clip from Farenheit 911
Since the passing of the Solomon Amendment in
1996, universities and colleges must allow military
recruiters on campus or risk losing federal funding
from the Department of Education.
NEWS
Smoking ban to affect students on and off campus
Lauren Padgett
padgettl@seattleu. edu
From the extreme to the apathetic, students and faculty
alike are voicing their opinions about Initiative 901 and about
how their lives will be affected off-campus.
Questions have been raised abouthow the smoking ban will
be enforced on campus. Are all the smoking areas within 25
feet ofa doorway, openable windows and ventilation? Will
Seattle University become a smoke-free campus?
Associate Vice President for Facilities Michel George is
prepared to make the necessary adjustments for Initiative
901.
"We are going to follow the necessary requirements, set
up meetings and review protocol," George said. "We want
to be in line with state law and are prepared to fix the areas
where we need improvement."
When asked about Seattle University's status as a smoke-
friendly campus, George does not see "smoke-free" in SU's
future.
"It would not be very enforceable here, especially with
our location within the city. A lot of people walk through
this campus daily — it would be impossible to ban smok-
ing," he said. "As much as we want to be within the law, at
the same time we do not want
to be abusive to students who
smoke."
In the beginning of Decem-
ber, changes will have to be
made to make sure campus is up
to code with the new law.
"Meetings will probably
happen within the next two
weeks," said George. "We are
already in compliance. There
may be a few areas where we
need to review, and that will go
through the campus police and
student life."
While a majority of the citi-
zens of the state voted for the
ban, there are many students on
campus who are opposed to it.
"I think [Initiative 901] is
completely [ridiculous]," said
junior mechanical engineering
major Adam Lyons. "If people
want to smoke, they should be
allowed to smoke."
While one cannot walk
through the main drag of the
campus without seeing at least a couple of smokers on the
way to class, many students are uncomfortable with cigarette
smoke.
"[Smoking] is a personal choice that people make, but
at the same time it affects a lot of people," said sophomore
pre-major Karli Kuzmanich. "This initiative is a good thing.
Secondhand smoke can kill you. Even when you go to a res-
taurant with a non-smoking section the air still circulates. You
start to ask yourself, 'How is this going to affect you?'"
ElizabethRios, a junior international studies major, looks
at the smokers ban in retrospect.
"I am from California, where [public] smoking is banned,"
Rios said. "I think this initiative is a good thing, and I really
hope they continue to ban it. Smoking affects a lot ofpeople,
and everyone needs to be considerate ofothers."
Smoking on-campus has been regulated to certain desig-
nated areas, and no one is allowed to light up in doorways or
directly outside a building. Campion Hall has what residents
call the "smoker's pit"- a roofed area with benches directly
outside- the building where students gather to smoke.
"I get grossed out by the smoker's pit outside Campion,"
said Kuzmanich. "When people light up out there, you still
have to walk through it, breathe in that air. What about people
who are allergic to smoke, or do not like being around it in
general?We all have to walk into the building the same way.
The smoker's pit is right outside the main entrance."
Sophomore English and history major Kyle Wells, a fre-
quenter of the smoker's pit, is vocal about his opposition of
the smoking ban.
"This [initiative] invokes such a visceral rage in me that my
feelings are indescribable outside of therealm ofprofanity,"
Wells said. "The hookah bars are going to close, IHOP is
off-limits. This is generally inconvenient. Especially if this
threatens the existence ofthe smoker's pit — it's a necessity.
Given the weather in Seattle, the ever-present rain, I need
to smoke."
The idea of non-smoking bars, restaurants and doorways
is enough to make many smokers angry.
"Depending on where you go, such as when you are in a bar
atmosphere, you know what you are getting into," saidLyons.
"Those kinds ofplaces have accepted smokers for years."
Along with the switch to smoke-freerestaurants and bars,
other popular student hangouts like hookah bars are going to
close as a result of the new ban.
"I feel like those places, such as the hookah bar, should
stay open," said sophomore business and marketing major
Lauren Ambrose. "It's a place that people choose to go to
and smoke- obviously no one is being harmed or exposed
to it against their will."
According to the new law the hookah bars will have to close
down and there are many students who oppose that.
"I think that if that's your business, your livelihood, they
shouldn'tbe forced to close," said Cassie Bacon, a sopho-
more business major. "The hookah bar is a closed-off area,
somewhere people choose to go. It is horrible that these
business owners have to stop making a living for themselves
because of this."
Across campus, signs remind students to not smoke too
close to buildings, and to keep cigarette smoke away from
non-smokers and the smoke-allergic. Regardless, the smell
still carries into the buildings, such as the Administration
Building and Pigott.
Sharon Van Ness of the Office of InformationTechnology
is used to the smell of cigarettes. Her office is located in the
Administration Building, and her windows open up to the
front entrance wherepeople stand and smoke.
"If the windows are open, you can smell it," she said. "It
has never really bothered me though. You just have to go on
with what you're doing."
JoeyAnchondo
David Murakami, sophomore business
major, enjoys a hookah break in the
"smoker's pit" located in the front of
Campion Hall.
Joey Anchondo
Many students are upset about the new state-wide smoking
ban and fear for the loss of some of their smoking spots on
campus and in the city.
Recruiting locations on campus cause controversy
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KSUB radio station back in business in Bistro
Rob LaGatta
lagattar@seattleu. edu
All college campuses have them: dining lounges where
students and faculty can eat, relax, do homeworkand generally
mingle with theirpeers in a casual setting.
For Seattle University, that place is the Hawk's Nest Bis-
tro. And now, in a collaborative effort, the Bistro and Seattle
University's student radio station KSUB will be working to-
getherto promote the station and bring local and independent
music to campus.
Beginning in Winter Quarter, Bon Appetit - the company
contracted to provide all food services on campus - will share
their speaker setup in the Bistro with KSUB. From Monday
through Friday 6 to 10 p.m., a four-hour block when many
students find their way to the Student Center to eat, KSUB's
student DJs will replace the music previously selected by Bon
Appetit employees.
This will not be the first attempt at collaboration between
the two. During the 2003-2004 school year, KSUB was aired
from noon to 2 p.m. on weekdays. However, problems with
the transmission lines made it difficult for broadcasting to
continue.
"[Bon Apetit Management is] trying to make it as easy as
possible for our staff, so if we say, 'Ok, don't play music be-
cause we're goingto broadcastKSUB,' and then the music isn't
playing, everyone gets frustrated," saidBuzz HofFord, general
manager and food service director for Bon Appetit. "So, we
went back to letting the staffpick the music."
The biggest difference between then and now is the broad-
casting time. After a meeting with Eddie Siow, one of Bon
Appetit's managers, it was suggested to change the time in
an attempt to maximize the number of students in the Bistro
while KSUB played.
Casey Shook, a junior sociology major and programming
director for KSUB, feels that the new timeslot is beneficial
on all fronts.
"If we broadcast from 6 to 10 p.m., we will have more
listeners without impacting anyone's meeting or studying
time," she said.
Another reason that KSUB's Bistro transmissions were
pulled was because of questions regarding the content being
broadcast over the air. However, Shookmaintains this problem
was promptly resolved, and says that content had nothing to
do with KSUB's lack ofairtime in the Bistro.
"The only reason we stopped broadcasting was due to a
miscommunication between the management
at the Bistro and our station," Shook said. "We
were not at fault for content issues, nor were
complaints voiced against our station. We strive
to make a clean broadcast and play a wide variety
ofmusic."
Shook maintains that content had nothing to do
with KSUB's lack ofairtime around campus and
in the Bistro.
Students working for the station are pleased that
on-campus airplay is being brought back.
"I'm very excited," said Will Johnsen, hip-hop
director for KSUB and a sophomore journalism
major. "I think it will be a great opportunity for
students to learn that KSUB is on campus and to
hear each other's shows."
Johnsen also hopes that this will lead to more
broadcasting around SeattleUniversity and eventu-
ally Capitol Hill.
"Hopefully our presence on campus will grow,
and eventually make us a more competitive radio
station in Seattle."
KSUB staff members are not the only ones sensing a new
chapter for broadcasting at Seattle University.
"I think as a student station, we should have access to it.
Right now [having listening access] is virtually impossible
[on campus]," said Nicole St. Mary, a senior English major,
referring to the stations previous broadcasting status.
Currently, the station'sbroadcast range is very limited- from
their antenna on the top of the Lemieux Library, the station
- found at 89.1 FM and 1330 AM - is only available to Bel-
larmine Hall and its surrounding buildings, and even then the
signal is weak and affected by the weather. The main means
ofaccess is through their website www.ksubseattle.org, where
listeners across the world can tune in at the click of a mouse.
"I think the Bistro is the perfect place. I'm glad that it's
finally making a come out (sic), because we live in Seattle, the
rock city, and we have the resources to have a great station,"
St. Mary said.
Bon Apetit's Hofford agrees. "Music is a big part of the
dining experience, and having KSUB in the Bistro could be a
real win-win situation for everyone."
Becky Lawrence
KSUB, Seattle University's student run radio sta-
tion has patched its relationship with the Bistro
and will now be heard there weekday nights.
Becky Lawrence
Vanessa Zsadanyi, a senior sociology
major, is one of the KSUB DJs whose
show will soon be heard in the Bistro.
Fall Ball success despite obvious problems
Megan Peter
pete 1193@seattleu.edu
Over 700 students enjoyed an Uptown Affair at the Cat-
walk Club in Pioneer Square this year for Fall Ball - a record
number of students attended the annual event sponsored by
SEAC.
Along with the usual differences there was one
major change - the addition of a live band. This
year instead ofhaving a DJ, Shannon Sonderen,
sophomore marketing major and Fall Ball Chair,
decided to hire a live band. Hit Explosion, a
disco cover band, played multiple sets during
the night, which drew a large crowd of students
to the dance floor.
"This was the first year that we had a live band
for Fall Ball, and 1 feel like that went over really
well with the students," said Sonderen. "I've
been toldthat they really enjoyed the combination
ofDJ and live music, and the transitions between
the two went reailly smoothly."
According to SEAC President Melissa Erick-
son, this year's Fall Ball was more successful than
last year's at the Experience Music Project and
the 2003 Fall Ball at the Space Needle.
Still there were many students who were not
satisfied with their Fall Ball experience.
"The venue wasn't in a safe area and it was
hard to get into," said Rubi Zamora, a junior his-
tory and French major. "The coat check took too
long, the bathrooms ran out of toilet paper and
transportation was not efficient enough."
She also noted that in years past the dance was held at
venues that made it feel like it was something special-just
for Seattle University students.
"I would have chosen a different venue - it felt like any
random dance club you could go to on a Saturday night,"
said Zamora. "There was nothing fabulous about it."
One of the major complaints heard throughout the night
was that students had to wait outside for a long period of
time before entering the club.
"The biggest problem that was brought to my attention
was that there were people [who had to] wait outside," said
Sonderen. "My contact at the venue informed me that he
was enforcing a fire code, of which I had no prior knowl-
edge of, which limits the number of people allowed on the
entrance stairs."
Other problems that arose during the night were the long
coat check line and the lack of water available to students.
Sonderen emphasized that theseproblems were not the fault
of SEAC, rather the Catwalk staff.
"It is the Catwalk's policy to allow no outside beverages
[into the club], including water which we had hoped to
provide," explained Sonderen. "The coat check was run
entirely by the Catwalk staff."
According to an inside source at the SEAC of-
fice, a majority of the problems were the result of
miscommunication between the Catwalk staff and
SEAC. In many instances, including the $5 re-en-
try fee, $2 coat check and lack of water were rules
installed by the club owner without corresponding
with SEAC staff members.
However, there were also students like Monica
Rhodes, a junior psychology major, who did not let
the minor issues, such as a long coat check line or
cramped venue, ruin her night.
"I liked the music and the atmosphere. Everyone
seemed to have a good time dancing and hanging
out with each other" said Rhodes. "The venue was
a little small and cramped, but good. The band,
surprisingly, was great; a good choice of music. I
enjoyed myself."
But ifRhodes had been in charge of the night she
would have tried to have make things run smoother
for the students.
"I would have maybe made the coat check pro-
cess easier, like having more than one guy working
behind the desk or having actual lines instead of a
mass ofpeople waiting and pushing to get through,"
she said.
Although there were some problems, Sonderen has also
heard a lot of positive feedback about the event from stu-
dents.
"The overall response from the student body seems to be
extremely positive," she said. "The vast majority of people
seem to have enjoyed Fall Ball."
Becky Lawrence
Students enjoyed themselves dancing and singing with
the disco cover band at this year's Fall Ball. Despite
problems, it was the most successful Fall Ball to date.




A student's Toyota Sedan
was taken from the Broad- j
way Garage. Public Safety J
searched the garage and fl
found a suspicious vehi-
cle, which SPD confirmed V
was another person's car
Iwas stolen. The stu-'s vehicle was taken. _^___nday, November 21, 10:18
p.m.
A student reported she stepped out of her study
room in the Lemieux Library, leaving the door
open for approximately five minutes. When she
returned, her laptop was gone. Witnesses in the
area described a male who possibly took the lap-
top and then ran out offire stairwell exit, tripping
the dooralarm.
Tuesday, November 22, 1:20 p.m.
A student reported someone broke his bike light
off the handle bars and left the pieces lying on the
pavement. The bike was located on the campus
mall when the incident occurred.
Wednesday, November 23, 9:55 a.m.
Public Safety was contacted by the Lacey Po-
lice, who reported they had a missing purse
found on St. Martin campus belonging to an SU
student. Public Safety contacted the SU student to
return the purse.
Thursday, November 24, 1:40 a.m.
Public Safety found graffiti tags on a building.
Friday, November
M 25, 10 p.m.
V*B Public Safety was noti-
Iμ ; fied by the Jesuit resi-
HF dence that one of the
y residence vehicles was
taken just before Thanks-
," giving day. SPD responded
and took a report. The vehicle was
then recovered by police the follow-
ing day and driven back to campus.
Saturday, November 26, 6:30 a.m.
Public Safety received a report from a staffperson
who rode his bike to work at about 5:50 a.m. At
about 6:30 a.m., he was walking on the mall and
noticed someone stole his bike seat from his bike,
which was secured to a bike rack.
Sunday, November 27, 1:55 p.m.
Public Safety on patrol came upon a transient
male using the men's shower on the first floor of
the Student Center. The male provided ID, and
said "A friend told me I could use the shower."
PS escorted the male from the area with a trespass
warning.
Sunday, November 27, 6:55 p.m.
Public Safety responded to a duress alarm coming
from the men's shower area on the first floor of
the Student Center. Upon arrival, Public Safety
found a completely wet shower stall, and no one
present. Public Safety checked the area and did
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Public Safety Crime Alert -
AUTO THEFTS
(Specifically Toyota Sedans)
Campus Public Safety and Seattle Police have received two reports of auto
theft from the campus, one just before Thanksgiving and one just after. Both
vehicles reported stolen were Toyota Sedans. Campus Public Safety also re-
covered a stolen Toyota Sedan that had been driven onto campus and left in
a campus parking area.
There were no signs of forced entry on the vehicles taken. The first vehicle
was taken from the Broadway & E. Columbia St. garage and the second was
taken from the parking lot located at 10th &E. Columbia. The stolen vehicle
that was brought onto campus was found by PS in the Broadway & E. Columbia
garage, and was found near the location of the first vehicle taken.
How can you protect your car?
Don't leave your keys in your car. Engrave our driver's license number pre-
ceded by the state letters (WA D.L.) or
Close your windows and lock your doors your car's Vehicle Identification Number
whenever you leave your car, regardless (VIN) on any removable equipment in
voijr r^rof how long you plan to be gone. '
Replace "T-shaped" door locks with
Park in well-lit areas straight locks so thieves cannot grab them
with an implement through a crack in the
Use an anti-theft device whenever you window.
leave your car (i.e. the club, car alarms
and/or an "On-Star" or "Lo-Jack" ser- Si 9 n UP f°r °ur free voluntary auto theft
vjce program Watch Your Car
Immediately report any suspicious activ-
When parking your car, turn your wheels ity on campus t0 Campus Public Safety
toward the curb to make it more difficult via any campus Blue-Light emergency
for a thief to "tow" your car. phone or by dialing 296-5911 from a cell
Use your emergency break when you park, phone.
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VANCOUVER, Wash. (AP) - It was a cold
case for everyone - the man who left his car
warming up in the driveway and the half-
dressed man trying to convince police he had
nothing to do with the crashing ofa stolen car
into a house.
William and Theresa Thompson, whose
home it is, now have a more open-air front
room than they might wish in late Novem-
ber.
"it's a rambunctious way to start the day,"
William Thompson said ofthe two-doorAcura
that landed in his front room on Monday.
"This is a good example of why you don't
want to leave your keys in the car and leave
it running," said Vancouver police Officer
Patrick Johns. "Someone could have been
killed or injured."
The car drewpolice attention when its driver
was "catching air," Johns said - using speed
bumps near Mountain View High School as
launching ramps.
The driver accelerated away from a patrol
car and failed to make the corner where the
Thompsons live. After the crash, he fled on
foot. But he left his shoes on the Thompsons'
frontwalk, and apparently shed other clothing
along the way.
Police arrested a man found in a nearbyyard,
wearing a tank top, shorts and muddy socks.
"Officers found him sitting in a lawn chair.
He was trying to portray himself as a resident
of the house out for a smoke," Johns said.
"But the door to the house was locked, and
he was sweating."
Ryan L. Enos of Vancouver was held for
investigation of 11 counts, including reckless
driving, possession of stolen property and
driving with a suspended license.
SPU, nonprofit grouppart-
ner to preserve flowers
WHIDBEY ISLAND, Wash. (AP) - The
golden paintbrush is a little more secure now
on the scenic bluffs near Fort Casey.
The Whidbey CamanoLand Trust has sealed
a complicated $3.3 milliondeal with Seattle Pa-
cific University and state and federal agencies to
protect 33 acres on western Whidbey Island.
It's one ofthe few places where the wildflow-
er survives. It's listed as a threatenedspecies by
the federal government and as an endangered
species on the state's list.
Fundraisers got an unwelcome, last-minute
surprise - a $ 106,000 tab for cleaning 262,000
pounds ofsoil contaminated by spent ammuni-
tion at an old Fort Casey firing range.
The deal will create a new Naas Natural Area
Preserve, north ofthe old fortnear Camp Casey.
The camp is owned and managed by Seattle
Pacific University.
"We're delighted," said Darrell Hines, an
associate vice president at SPU. "It helps us
because now we're going to be able to invest
in some of the [camp's] older structures. And
they're helping an endangered species."
"Everybody's happy," agreed Pat Powell,
executive director of the land trust.
The $3.3 million tab includes a $2 million
land purchase.
The school bought Camp Casey in the 1950s
from the federal government and converted it
to a youth camp - eventually buying 385 ad-
ditional acres around the site.
In 2003, the university proposed selling 33
acres for development to raise money for re-
pairs. The land trust, anonprofit environmental
groupbased in Greenbank, offered to buy it for
preservation instead.
Blue tarp Christmas in Louisiana
(AP Photo/Chuck Burton)
Children ride a train past a Christmas display of homes with blue tarps and debris at Lakeside Mall in
Metairie, La., Monday Nov. 28. Frank Evans thought the tiny blue-tarped roofs, little toppled fences and
miniature piles of hurricane debris he included in the Christmas display he builds every year for a subur-
ban New Orleans shopping mall struck justthe right humorous tone. Mall management decided otherwise
and told Evans, a landscape architect from nearby Gretna, to dismantle it.
Some New Orleans college students don't want to return
(AP) - Stephanie Swisher is settling in
nicely as a freshman at the University of
Virginia, enjoying classes, Naval ROTC,
club volleyball and football Saturdays.
Things are going so well, in fact, that she
would rather not return to Tulane Univer-
sity in New Orleans - the school she had
expected to attend until Hurricane Katrina
struck.
"The argument that everyone's giving me
is that I'm a freshman so I've never known
Tulane, I need to give it a chance,"' she said.
"My argument is, why should 1 have to?"
Swisher probably will have to give Tu-
lane a chance. Despite her wishes - and a
600-signature petition she helped organize
-Virginia is stickingby the conditions under
which visiting students were admitted after
the hurricane: they must return when their
school reopens. And Tulane is scheduled to
reopen Jan. 17.
AfterKatrina, colleges around the country
took in an estimated 18,000 displaced New
Orleans students. Now, the New Orleans
schools desperately need those students to
return next semester and pay tuition.
Exactly how many will return won't be
known until January.Tulane says 80 percent
of its students have already re-registered.
Loyola University, which received little
damage, just started registration and can
only say more than half for now. The situa-
tion will likely be more dire at schools like
Xavier and Dillard, which are poorer and
suffered more storm damage.
Some students simply want to stay where
they are, particularly freshmen who never
got attached to their original schools.
Student councils at Virginia, Harvard and
the University ofCalifornia, Berkeley, have
passed resolutions calling on their schools
to be more flexible in letting New Orleans
students at least apply to transfer.
Officially, those and other colleges are
saying no, wary ofbreaking their promises
to other schools or, in some cases, of letting
students use the situation to "trade up" to a
more prestigious school.
Of course, students won't truly be forced
to return; host colleges can simply refuse to
let them transfer there next semester. There's
nothing to prevent students from withdraw-
ing from their New Orleans schools and
trying to transfer next fall like anyone else.
So the question becomes, if students are
determined to transfer, why force them to
return to New Orleans at all?
That's what Amy McClendon, a Tulane
freshman from Amite, La., who ended up at
Harvard after a brief stint atLouisiana State
University, is wondering. She wants to stay
at Harvard but will have to return to Tulane
and take her chances applying for transfer
next fall (Harvard does not let any visiting
freshmen apply to transfer). That would
mean going back to be a new freshman- for
the fourth time.
"I don't want to have to go through it
again," she said. "All my friends are here."
Another Tulane student at Harvard, Julie
Hall, was so disheartened by conditions in
New Orleans on a recent visit that she's ap-
plying to transfer to a thirdschool, Wellesley
or Washington University. Five of the seven
Tulane freshmen at Harvard want to stay
there, she said.
"I'm sympathetic to the [New Orleans]
schools," said Hall, who says she has made
great friends and been a crew coxswain at
Harvard. "At the same time, it's my educa-
tionand I should have the right to go where
I want."
Neither she nor McClendon had applied
to Harvard out ofhigh school.
The situation has placed college adminis-
trators in a bind.
"We're sort of in this moral, ethical
dilemma here," said Esther Gulli, chief of
staff to the vice chancellor for student af-
fairs at Berkeley, which has been counseling
displaced students on their options. "These
students have been through a great deal here,
and obviously they're just trying to look for
a little consistency in their lives. But our
agreements with their schools were, when,
they were open and ready for business we
would send their students back."
Swisher, the Tulane student at Virginia,
said New Orleans was a big reason she
chose Tulane, but the city isn't the same.
And despite Tulane's assurances, she says
she won't have some opportunities she was
counting on, like a Swahili class she had
planned to take. At Virginia, she wants to
play with her volleyball team, whose games
start next semester.
Richard Whiteside, Tulane's vice presi-
dent of enrollment management and dean
of admission, says only about 5 percent of
Tulane students have withdrawn so far, and
more than 90 percent offreshmen have said
they plan to return.
"Ifsomebody's goingto be extraordinarily
unhappy coming back, we don't want them
to come back," Whiteside said.
He still wants other colleges to stick by
theirpromises not to poach.
"I really believe, ifstudents come back for
a semester they won't leave again," he said.
"New Orleans really gets into their DNA."
While the majority ofNew Orleans
college students wish to return,
there are some students, especially
freshmen, who are' struggling to
getpermission to stay at their host
college.
Tulane: the school states that 80
percent ofits students have already
re-registered.
Loyola University: received little
damage, just began registration
and can only say, for now, that
more than half have re-regis-
tered.
Xavier and Dillard: the situation
will likely be more dire because
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HELPING COMMUNITIES NEAR AND FAR BENEFITS ALL INVOLED
Students take on service during holiday season
Madeleine Hottman
hottmanm@seattleu.edu
Seattle University boasts a mission to educate the whole
person. This is an image that upholds service, but do a
majority of students fulfill this mission during breaks
from class?
Seattle University's Campus Ministry and the Center for
Service offer an alternative to going on vacation from real-
ity on break — instead, they offer a way to jump into it.
Service trips are offered to students of any major and
year for both winter and spring break. The most popular
and competitive trips are the ones to Mexico and Belize.
Ecuador is also becoming a new favorite. There are ap-
proximately 15 to 20 spots on each of the trips, and around
80 students apply each year.
The Urban Plunge, which went on its maiden voyage
spring break 2005, is another option avaliable to students
during breaks. Rather than going abroad, students stay in
Washington to do service.
BUT WE ALREADY DO SERVICE
An emphasis in service at SU is apparent by the service
learning requirements for many classes here. These classes
require that students complete a number of hours over the
course of a quarter.
Kent Koth, director of the Center for Service, believes
an important mission for SU is to educate students to af-
fect change. This change is realized in the service students
do — the first experience often being through service
learning.
Much of the frustration surrounding service for Shannon
King, a junior, is that many students do not understand
what service is about.
"There is a huge problem with service learning because
students don't know how to relate their service to the
class," King said.
As a result of not relating the service they do to class
work, students do not see the value in it. According to
King, students do not engage in service ifthey do not feel
motivated by their experience.
In order to make the connection ofservice and education,
King noted that it is helpful to understand the mission and
education goals that the university holds for students.
SO NOW YOU WANT TO GO
Generations ofSU students have trekked internationally
to supplement the service they already do around Seattle.
Some students go to have a new experience in service
altogether.
Students travel as far away as Mexico, Belize, Ecuador
and the Philippines. The appeal for students is the oppor-
tunity to have a cultural immersion experience as well as
a service experience.
"These trips are meant to expand the service that students
have done at SU," said Kathy Collins, a campus minister
who helps with the Mexico and Belize trips.
The programs focus on doing service in solidarity with
the people who benefit from having a few extra hands to
help. For example, the Mexico trip is more manual labor
and physically intensive, whereas Belize provides students
with the opportunity to work with nonprofit agencies.
Traveling to faraway places to do service requires much
work and planning. The fundraising, organizing, prepara-
tion and travel take approximately a quarter's worth of
planning to make a reality. The cost of many of the trips is
around $700 or $800 per student. Students are responsible
for a portion of individual fundraising and raise funds with
the group to supplement.
Once students arrive in the various countries,, many of
the programs also require training.
"Many students find that they get more out ofwhat they
actually provide in service," Koth said.
BUT WHY IN TRIP FORM?
The advantages to going on the service trips often
outweigh the costs. Some students decide to go to fulfill
their education and others go merely because they hear it
is fun.
Regardless of the reasons for going, the trip focuses on
reflection and education about the experiences students
have. The tradition of reflecting on experience is a Jesuit
one, but these trips are not focused on a specifically Catho-
lic faith tradition.
Another aspect of the trip is the kind of service students
expect to do. Teresa Filice, a senior English major, noted
that she is not going just to "build houses for the poor
people," but hopes to accomplish more than.
Much of the misconception that Filice noted about the
trip is concerned with the type of service the students do.
"SU and Esperanza [Non-Profit Organzation] both make
it a priority to work in solidarity with the people ofTijuana
to build a sustainable community," Filice said.
The education aspect comes from hearing people speak
about their experiences, visiting the border and talking
with the people students work with. The hands-on experi-
ence is what Koth noted about the culture of service on
the SU campus.
"You can't really experience your own culture until you
leave it," Koth said.
MORE AND LESS INTENSE, PLEASE
There are, of course, other trips that are less intense than
going abroad for a break and there are also more intense
options. There are advantages to both going abroad for an
extended period and for staying in Washington.
An example of taking an extended service trip is the
Calcutta Club. The club offers students the opportunity
to go abroad to India for a quarter. Abby Laxa, a senior
liberal studies major, went for a quarter to get the chance
to live in another place.
"I've been on one-week immersion trips that have been
amazing, but with my trip to Calcutta, it wasn't as rushed,"
Laxa said of her experience.
Laxa explained that although her trip was amazing, she
is now behind a quarter.
A STONE'S THROW FROM CAMPUS
Another, more accessible way ofgetting to do service in
a trip is the Urban Plunge. The Plunge is a trip organized
by the Center for Service that works with agencies in Se-
attle and Washington to give students a service experience
closer to SU.
Krista Fink, Shannon King and Chris Charles have been
organizing the Urban Plunge all quarter to make a service
experience for the winter break that will engage students
to service in the Seattle area.
Last spring break, the Urban Plunge went to an apple
farm in Eastern Washington to work with migrant workers
and their families to learn about the unique aspects of the
organization. Students had the opportunity to connect one-
on-one with workers as well as high schoolers at a youth
ranch that was a part of the farm.
Fink, who attended the Urban Plunge last spring, noted
that the trip encompassed many aspects of her previous
education.
"It's so interdisciplinary. I mean, we talked about eco-
nomics, science, public policy and I even learned some
Spanish on my trip," Fink, a junior public affairs major,
said of the trip she took last year.
A misunderstanding she noted about service trips was
the aversion to reflection and contemplation of the experi-
ence. She noted, though, as King did, that the reflection
is anything but corny or useless. She said that it helped
the group bond around their experience and become a
community.
"Reflection doesn't happen in public in front of the
group, it's mostly about allowing the experience to change
you in some way, being open to that," Fink said.
Fink noted that she is excited for the trip this year because
of the community of students that the trips build. Fink's
previous experience showed her that the trip is a great
way to get out of the daily routine but also build what the
group has to offer.
"The Urban Plunge is appealing because it's a 'trip'
definitely, but the interactions — both good and bad — are
what I look forward to," Fink said.
The trip itself is new and therefore not drawing as many
students as the other service trips abroad, but according
to Kent Koth, that's part of the process of making them a
part of the campus.
"These trips are such a powerful way of getting to know
each other and the community," Koth said.
According to Koth, as the trips continue during each of
the breaks, their popularity on campus will grow because
their reputation will spread.
The bottom line is that service helps augment the educa-
tion from SU that students will utilize therest of their lives.
Laxa noted that all service should be valued regardless of
where it is. If the drawback is accessibility, then there are
many options for students who want to get involved.
The image is not the focus, but it's theresult — students
are getting involved and the involvement is growing, both
abroad and here in Washington.
"I think that all types of service should be valued and
that one can't be considered greater than another simply
because of where it was or the duration it was done. It's
not a contest, you know," Laxa said.
Antonio Milena/Agencia Brasil
The Calcutta Club helps provide a first
hand experience of those in dire need,
such as this example in Mumbai, India.
Wikipedia Common Images
A young volunteer offers his time to re-
build homes as part of the reconstruction
effort for Hurricane Katrina.
Colin Gregory Palmer
The Urban Plunge allows students to ex-
perience the issues involved with home-
lessness and poverty on a local level.
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How the idea of service differs abroad
Bonnie Hsueh
hsnehm@seattleu.edn
Winter break is coming, and some students
at Seattle University are getting ready for
service work, both locally and abroad. While
SU students may take this for granted, cul-
tural and social differences change the face
of service around the world. Professors and
students from Europe and Asia shared their
perspectives on these differences.
Felix Grass, a second-year graduate student
in the MBA program, is originally from Ger-
many. He studied engineering and business at
Aalen University ofApplied Sciences, about
45 miles from Stuttgart. In his experience, he
thinks it is not so common for college students
to get involved in service work and if so, it
tends to be local.
"Many Germans [who do service work]
serve either in the Army or do a social service.
Sometimes people who did the social service
go on to work on an ambulance on the week-
ends. Others work as a coach forkids in soccer
or tennis - however, most of them get pretty
good money for that," said Grass.
Grass had a reason to explain this difference
in the service work between Germany and the
United States.
"The state provides better [care] for the
old and needy people in Germany than in
the United States. Therefore the need to help
personally is maybe not that distinct," said
Grass.
Professor Cordula Brown in the Depart-
ment of Modern Languages and Literatures
is originally from Berlin. She shared a similar
opinion with Grass. She thinks that students
in Germany are not highly encouraged to get
involved in service work by schools. Most in-
dividuals choose to get involved themselves.
"I am sure that there's comparable vol-
unteerism through clubs and organizations,
where people come together and do some-
thing," said Brown. "But I don't think there's
anything comparable to the large amount of
volunteerism here in the United States with
every single neighborhood, or every single
church. Every single person [in the US] has
an idea ofhow to help."
Brown mentioned that Germany does have
large organizations that offef services, such as
the Red Cross. But they tend to be state-based,
and people rely more closely on the state than
on private service organizations.
"If you're out ofa job, you'd get sufficient
help, ideally, for a length of time. If a woman
has a breakup in the family, there are institu-
tions that she can turn to that help her. If there
are violence problems at home, there are
houses for them, where they can go with their
children," said Brown.
"Whatever social situation arises, there's
a state institution that's designed to help. It's
much less individual. It's much less person-to
-person. The state is the one that offers help
and provides money."
However, Brown also pointed out that
Germany is now having difficulties financing
social institutions. She predicted that in the
long run, people in Germany will rely more
on individual service work.
Similarto Germanstudents, students in Asia
are not as involved in service work as students
in the United States, according to Professor
Stephen Chan in the Theology and Religious
Studies Department, who was born in Taiwan
and grew up in Hong Kong. He came to the
United States for higher education.
Like Brown, he thinks that American
society is more individualistic and there is
a cultural difference in social service work
between here and Asia. He explained this by
referring to the ideas ofa scholar atPrinceton,
Robert Wuthnow, a sociologist specializing in
American religions.
"Wuthnow observed that altruism is a very
important feature ofAmerican society.Ameri-
can people enjoy providing voluntary service
to each other. Thatbecomes the groundings in
society," said Chan. "Yet in Asian countries,
dueto the influence ofConfucianism, collec-
tive ideas are more important than individual
ideas. Therefore, a lot of times the govern-
ment plays a more important role. There is a
Chinese expression; we say the government
is our great parent."
Chan said that this prevailing idea ofaltru-
ism in American society makes it easier to
establish service learning in the education
system. And that perhaps explains why the
mission of educating the whole person is so
common in both Jesuitand non-Jesuitschools.
He thinks service education is a special feature
in American education.
"Ifyou want me to give you a broad com-
parison between high education models in
Asia and in the United States, I would say
that inAsia higher education tends to be more
technical and knowledge-oriented," saidChan.
"They have a very pragmatic attitude toward
education. They talk about education for the
future or educationfor the professional career,
instead ofeducation of the whole person. So
you would see in Asia that college courses
are more about lecturing, more about skills,
acquiring techniques and so on."
Despite this cultural difference between
the United States and Asia, a student in Asia
shared her experience ofdoing service work.
Tzi-Yi Hsu was an anthropology major at
National Taiwan University and graduated in
2003. She was involved in theTien Mountain
Learning & Experience Workshop through
a student club and helped the aborigines in
Taiwan^
"The workshop usually recruits a group
of college students to go to remote mountain
areas and provide help to the aborigines dur-
ing summer vacations. The service I joined
was three weeks long," said Hsu. "I helped
the Tayal [the aborigines] harvest peaches
in the morning. In the afternoon, we played
with thekids thereand helped them with their
homework."
Hsu said that she was required to get
three months of training before going to the
mountain, including understanding aboriginal
cultures and how to work with kids. In order
to fully experience the life of the aborigines,
she and other students had to carry all their
necessities and climb up to the mountain by
themselves.
"I joined the club because I thought college
students should do some service work and I
wanted to know the aborigines more. Although
I was helping them, I felt I actually learned a
lot from them," said Hsu. "Their culture and
theirway of living are very different than that
of ours [Taiwanese], It is very difficult for
them to survive, but they had very optimistic
attitude, which I came to deeply admire."
Due to different cultures and histories,
college students in Germany and in Taiwan
seem to have different reasons of providing
service in society. In the United States, some
service opportunities are offered by schools;
students in Germany generally are involved in
government service, while service in Taiwan
is often driven by individual desire. Yet, no
matter where they are from, studentswho have
performed service feel they received far more
than they provided.
"The state provides bet-
ter for the old and needy
people in Germany than
in the United States.
Therefore the need to help
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Europeans are coming to
terms with the need for in-
creased volunteerism to deal
with dire social needs, such
as this photo of poverty in
Russia.
JeremyKemp
While student service is not as prevelant, Taiwanese students





MMT is a trip to Tijuana to work with
Esperanza, a non-profit organization that
works to build communities and offers as-
sistance to families to build cement block
homes. This labor-intensive trip includes
working alongside the families that are a
part of Esperanza. During the evenings,
students reflect and learn about the
economy, politics, and culture of Tijuana
from speakers and discussion. About 15-20
students make the journey during winter
break and spring break, each for a week.
Belize Outreach
Belize Outreach is a summer program
that was started in 1992 and is designed to
j help students gain an understanding and
appreciation of the multicultural society of
Belize. The students who travel to Belize
work with service agencies which allow
them to encounter the struggles of the
people those agencies serve. This trip is
geared toward educationand learning from
Jesuit Volunteers International, students
from St. John's College, a Jesuit school in
| Belize City. This program also emphasizes
j reflection on the experience ofBelize.
Philippines Immersion
Experience (PIE)
j PIE is a month-long journey during
I the summer organized through Campus
Ministry. Students spend most of their trip
| in Manila and Luzon. PIE was the first
j SU-sponsored mission trip to southwest
Asia. The trip is focused on working with
issues of poverty and educating students
about hunger and homelessness in the
Philippines. There is another trip slated
for summer 2006.
Rostro de Cristo
(Face of the Christ)
This summer trip to Duran, Ecuador
is organized through Campus Ministry
and is coordinated with Catholic Relief
Services. The focus of the trip is to be a
complete immersion into the culture. By
working with CRS, the goal of the trip is
to allow students to live in solidarity with
the people of Ecuador while learning about
how to change the situation of poverty.
For more informationon theabove trips
contact:
Campus Ministry: (206)296-6075 or
campusministry@seattleu.edu
The Urban Plunge
Home for the Holidays: Urban Service
Plunge is a weeklong trip sponsored by
the Center for Service. During the trip,
students stay overnight at a community
center in the Rainier Valley of Seattle.
Throughout the week, students travel in
the Seattle area to do service workat social
service agencies. The goal of the program
is to leam about different social popula-
tions, the struggles they face and what
"home" means to them here in Seattle. In
particular, students explore issues facing
the homeless, senior citizens, refugees and
immigrants, foster children, and people
with disabilities.
For more information on the Urban
Plunge, contact:
Center For Service: (206)296-2569 or
centerforservice@seattleu.edu
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Cal Poly Pomona 79-72, clinching the tournament title for
the Redhawks.
With their second straight regular season win, and their
second consecutive Elgin Baylor tournament title, the
Redhawks have begun to pay homage to former Seattle
University superstar Elgin Baylor, who led his team to the
NCAA Division I National Championship game against
Kentucky in 1958,before going on to one of the most suc-
cessful NBA careers in history.
The Redhawks have embarked upon the path to show that
they are not the same mediocre team from recent years. They
are a revived, energetic and forceful team that can compete
with any opponent that comes their way.
Last Wednesday, Seattle University traveled to Portland to
take on the Pilots of the University ofPortland for the 100"'
meeting between the two teams. Seattle maintained the all-
time lead in this rivalry with 73 wins and 27 losses despite
not having beat Portland since the 1979-80 season.
Portland did not give up the lead for the entire first half of
play, and ended the half with a comfortable 11 point lead.
However, under the influence ofBernard Seals, who ended
the game with 23 points, David White who scored 17, and
Sean Nammany, who came off the bench to score 14, the
Redhawks went on the offensive and tied the game off of a
three point shot with four minutes remaining.
Jeffery McDaniel grabbed a steal off of the next pos-
session, which turned into points on the board for Seattle
University. After gaining the lead late in the second half,
they went on to beat the University of Portland for the first
time in 25 years.
"It sets a tone of what we're capable of. We pray for
good health, we have good chemistry and work ethic, and
we are excited for the future," said Callero after defeating
Portland.
On Tuesday, as the Redhawks hosted Evergreen State
College at the Connolly Center, Seattle University was
able to dominate the pace of play throughout the first half,
allowing only four points in the first 17 minutes.
However, as the Red-
hawks entered the second
half with a comfortable
25-10 lead, they entered
into a 13 minute slump
in which the team could
hardly muster any offen-
sive production.
"I was really pleased
with what we were trying
to do. We took good care of
the basketball, took good
shots, that just wouldn't
fall," said Callero. "We
defended very well, we
didn't shoot very well, but
I attribute that to Thanks-
giving. We gave the team
three of four days off, and
as a result our shooting
was a little off when we
came out."
The Redhawks trap de-
fense has continued to play
a decisive role in the Red-
hawks game-plan, creating
12 turnovers off of steals and forcing Evergreen
into taking poor shots. Seattle was able to col-
lect 16 steals in Portland's 20 overall turnovers
during the course of the game as a result of their
defensive pressure.
"[lt has] been really effective, we beat some
D-I teams running the trap, and we get a lot of
turnovers," said point guard Sam Kirby.
While the Redhawks' defensive front has been
pivotal in their early season success, the trap de-
fense cannot be relied upon for an entire season.
"Teams will start to catch on, which will make
it ineffective," said Callero. In order to counter
the opposition's anticipation, Seattle University
will continue to develop their man-to-man play.
"Everyone has their own theory [on how to beat
the trap]. Each team has attacked it differently."
Despite the bright outlook for the remainder
of this season, Callero remains grounded in his
aspirations for this season.
"After five years in this league you learn to set
small goals. We will focus on the small things.
We'll continue to improve our trap, we'll find
breakdowns from the tapes, and we'll work on
previous games."
Although much can be attributed to the per-
formance of the starters, the most visible and
possibly most influential difference that this team
has been able to develop is its production off of
the bench. Namanny has come off the bench to
average 15 points, 3.7 rebounds and 2 steals per
game.
Seattle University has struggled in recent years
due to injuries and a lack ofdepth in multiple posi-
tions. However, this year's bench production has
played an essential role in the Redhawks' multiple
upsets so far this season.
As the team has established a respectable 4-0
opening record, they continue to be optimistic
about the rest of the season.
"Things won't get any easier; we're fully pre-
pared for a lot. But, we know that Championships
are won in January and February," said Callero.
Although the team understands the excitement over their
recent success they remain grounded with theirpredictions,
and take their season one game at a time.
"We just look at the next game," said Kirby.
Senior forward Jeff McDaniel went 6-9
from the field scoring a game high 14
points in this Tuesday's game.
JoeyAnchondo
Senior guard Bernard Seals led the Redhawks
with 20 points against Cal Poly Pomona in the
Final game of the Elgin Baylor Tip-Off.
Senior guard Sean Namanny scored 11 points off the bench in Tues-




Seniors lead Men's Basketball to 4-0 start
Seals, McDaniel, Namanny boost team performance
12 The SpectatorNov. 30, 2005
Redhawk Holiday Home Schedule
Men's Basketball
Humboldt State - Dec. 29 @ 7 p.m.
Western Oregon - Dec. 31 @ 3 p.m.
Women's Basketball
Northwest University -Dec. 17 @ 7 p.m.
Saint Martin's - Dec. 29 @ 5 p.m.
Women raise the bar against Div. I Vandals
Kevin Curley
cwieyk@seattleu.edu
Too often, spectators look at the score of
a game to decide who was victorious. While
that seems like a rational statement, it is not
always the way some events are measured. In
swimming, you can't simply look at the final
score; you should lookat the accomplishments
ofeach individual. A wise trackAll-American
once told me that reporting on swimming was
like reporting on cross country; while there is
a team participating, in the end you focus your
attention on the individuals on the team.
In the case of the dual meet matching our
women's team against the Division I Idaho
Vandals on Nov. 18, the score did not tell the
entire story.
"There is a distinct difference between
swimming in Division I and in Division II,"
head coach Craig Mallery said. "But I knew
that this match would be an ideal fit, since
Idaho is competing at the same level as the
top teams in Division II."
Going into the dual meet, the women's team
was not looking at the match as a win or lose
situation. It was about gaining the experience
and the confidence to compete at a higher
level. Although they did compete hard the
entire race, the women lost the meet to the
Vandals, 152.50to 52.50. But there was more
to the matchr than the Vandals showing the
Redhawks the difference between competing
at a Division I and Division II level.
First and second places were as close as
a few hundredths of a second. This wasn't a
battle between Division I and Division II and
was a battle between two very competitive
and very professional teams. Even Tom Jager,
Idaho's coach and five-time Olympic gold
medalist was happy to be in Seattle.
"It's great to come to Seattle," Jager said.
"The swimmers are a great bunch ofkids - I
know a lot of them, I recruited them to come
to Idaho."
In many of the races, the SU swimmers
swam like Division I swimmers. They
matched up against their opponents
and in some cases were less than a
second off the winning time.
However, the match-up did offer a
chance for the women to swim faster
than they may have against an easier
competitor. Although the Vandals won
ten of the 11 races in the match, three
SU season best times were recorded.
This was Mallery's goal when he
designed the schedule for the men's
and women's teams. He wanted to
have the team swimming against
harder teams - to get them the experi-
ence ofcompeting at a higher level and
to get used to the pressure at important
events.
"This year we have swum against
three Division I programs," Mallery
said. "It allows our swimmers to go to
the next level, to rehearse for compet-
ing at Nationals and to increase their
level of confidence."
His vision has worked so far. Not
only did the women claim their first
win against a Division 1 program last
month against Loyola Marymount, but
junior Kristie Rice, sophomore Anna Vanha
and junior Lindsay Gall have earned NCAA
Division II B cuts for Nationals.
In the opening race, the 200 yard medley
relay, SU's time was 1:51:01, compared to
Idaho's 1:50:66. The women's time was one
second faster than theirprevious events of the
year. The team ofGall, sophomoresFrancesca
Reale and Ashley Best, and freshman Sarah
Shannon lost the race, but were lauded by
Mallery.
"I'm extremely proud of the women's
team," Mallery said. "They have definitely
showed that they can step up to the challenge
of competing against a strong well-funded
Division I team."
Gall and Shannon both swam phenomenal
splits, pulling in 25.58 and 24.53 respectively
to close the gap on the Vandal's number one
time.
Gall was the only winner of the day, win-
ning the 100 yard butterfly in less than a
minute, posting a time of 59.22. She blew
away the competition, finishing ahead of
Idaho sophomore Kacie Hogan by more than
a second.
"Lyndsay Gall had a great race," Mallery
exclaimed. "But therewere a multiple ofgreat
performances by the women's team."
Although Gall had cleaned up in the 100
butterfly, the next five events were dominated
by Idaho swimmers. In the 100 and 500 yard
free, and 100 yard backstroke Idaho claimed
the top three places, gathering a total of 48
points - compared to the nine points scored
by SU swimmers.
In the final event of the afternoon, the 200
yard freestyle relay, the SU 'A' team was in
a dominant position to take first place. In the
third leg oftherace, juniorKristie Rice moved
the team into second place with a 26.24 split.
However, Idaho's Bryn Spores swam a 23.92
split, edging out the SU team by less than
a half of a second. The win added 11 more
points onto Idaho's score.
"We swam a lot better than we thought we
would," Jager went on to say. "Now we have
to go to Washington and see how we do over
there."
The Vandals swam hard against the Hus-
kies; however, theresults matched those from
the Connolly Center, only in the Huskies'
favor.
The SU women are offuntil Jan. 14 when
they take onAlbertson College at the Connolly
Center at 11 a.m.
Joey Anchondo
The women's swim team has raised the level of confidence and






After suffering through heat ex-
haustion two weeks earlier in the
regional race, Casey Moriarty re-
turned to Chino, CA to compete in the
NCAA Div. II National Champion-
ships on Nov. 19.
On a day when the thermometer
topped off at 85 degrees, Moriarty
maintainedhis strong composure and
finished in the top 20.
"I was much more prepared for
the hot weather this time," Moriarty
said. "During the two weeks between
Regionals and Nationals I trained in
sweat pants and long sleeve shirts to
try to get used to running fast while
overheated."
Moriarty finished the 10K race
26 seconds faster than he did two
weeks earlier, finishing in fifteenth
place, with a time 0f32:08.6. But the
difference in time between Moriarty
and tenth place finisher Mark Batres
from Cal Poly Pomona was only ten
seconds.
"With about a half mile to go, I
was in 16thplace and the closest guy
to me was about 5 seconds ahead
of me," Moriarty said. "1 ended
up catching and passing the runner
with about 100 meters left and fin-
ished strong. It was anawesome way
to finish therace, the season, and the
career."
Moriarty is the eighth Seattle Uni-
versity athlete to earn Ail-American
status in the past five years and the
first for cross country in the school's
history.
"It feels great [becoming an All-
American]," Moriarty explained.
"Balancing collegiate running and
law school was probably the hardest
thing I've ever done, but it was all
worth it."
Moriarty is also the first male
individual to qualify for the National
Championship in schoolhistory. Last
year Kelly Fullerton qualified for
Nationals and placed 95th in a fieldof
188 runners. Only the top 30 runners
in the cross country competition earn
Ail-American status.
After the race, Moriarty received
a message from Daniel Ireland, his
coach back at Yale University.
"I received an e-mail from my old
coach congratulating me," Moriarty
said. "He said that he was glad that I
was able to finish my college career
as an Ail-American, and that it was
the culminationoffour yearsofhard
work - coming from him, that meant
a lot."
In this year's race, Western State
finished first overall for the team
competition with five of their seven
runners finishing in the top 20. Chico
State, representing the western re-
gion, finished in third place out of
the 24 teams.
Redhawk SportsThe SpectatorNov. 30, 2005 13
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An explosion of holiday must-see movies
Megan Peter
After a disappointing year at the
box-office, this Thanksgiving week-
end welcomed an explosion of new
films and grossed the largest theater
weekend in years.
The holidays always draw in
crowds to shopping centers and the-
aters, but that's also because so many
great films are saved for the enchant-
ing season. Now, with winter break
approaching, the box-office will be
packed with new releases that are sure
to please all tastes.
Syriana
pete ll93@seattleu. edit
George Clooney is not only just a
handsome actor with a sexy voice, he's
also an articulate and passionate person
who wants to go beyond the surface of
everything he does.
Clooney stars alongside many other
big names in Stephen Gaghan's new
film Syriana (Warner Bros.), a movie
about the oil industry. There are mul-
tiple storylines that show the audience
all aspects of the industry.
"I'm constantly searching to do things that
inspire me or move me or interest me, so that
when I come into interviews and get to talk to
you, I actually have something that I get to talk
aboutbesides who you're dating or anything,"
said Clooney in a recent phone interview. "So
the truth of the matter is ultimately because
I'm interested in doing projects that raise
questions and raise debate."
However, these different storylines also
make the film a very confusing one.
The different storylines create a choppy
movie that leaves the audience confused about
each character's identity and importance.
Gaghan defends his film by saying that it is
supposed to be confusing. Even the movie's
characters seem unsure of how they fit into
the story.
"I felt it was super-important not only to
have lots ofcharacters, but to actually not have
themknow what was goingon," said Gaghan.
"In other words, these characters themselves
existed in a story where they thought they
knew what was happening, but they were
actually confused."
The mainbackdrop ofthe film is that Prince
Nasir (Alexander Siddig), the expected heir
to the throne ofhis country, has just granted
natural gas drilling rights to China.
He took the rights away from the U.S.
company Connex, which had been in the
country for years.
This leadsto Connex merging withanother
smaller company,Killen, which had recently
obtained the right to drill
in Kazakhstan. With the
merging of the companies,
Connex would not only be
able to maintain its oil pro-
ductivity, but it would also
be the 23rd-largest economy
in the world.
This leads to an inves-
tigation of the company
by the Justice Department,
led by the Sloan Whitting
law firm, with their lawyer
Bennett Holiday (Jeffery
Wright).
Another part ofthe story
is about Bryan Woodman
(Matt Damon), an energy
analyst who, after an unfor-
tunate family accident, be-
comes an adviser for Prince
Nasir. This causes problems
with his wife, played by the
talented Amanda Peet.
In fact, the sub-plot between Peet and
Damon is one of the more interesting and
compelling parts of the movie. It should
have been given more time on screen, ifonly
because it was the one part of the movie that
the audience could follow.
A third main story is about a young man,
Wasim (Mazhur Munir), who is not able
to work because he was laid off when the
Chinese took over the drilling rights. Feeling
like there is nowhere else to turn, he joins
a religious fanatic group. This is the most
compelling story because it gives a face to
a group of people that are often seen as pure
evil and the enemy.
But in reality Wasim is just a boy who
don't see, sort of like what we're doing
in the administration - just kidding,"
joked Clooney. "But anyway, 1 think
that was by far the toughest scene to
shoot, but it should have been; it was
designed to be that way."
For Clooney to compare a torture
scene to the currentpresidential admin-
istration is nothing new - he made the
cover of magazines a few years back
when he vocalized his disdain with the
country for going to war. It is also no
coincidence that his last two movies,
Syriana and GoodNight and GoodLuck
(Warner Bros., 2005), are drenched in
political issues.
"Our argument, ofcourse, is to raise
a debate, not to tell people what the
answers are, because clearly we don't
have any answers for this, the issues or
the problems," said Clooney.
Syriana not only gave Clooney an
opportunity to make afilm about some-
thing he was interested and passionate
about, but also gave him the chance to
experience a completely different cul-
ture and see how Americans are viewed
overseas. Clooney recalled a time when
he was sitting on a roof in Casablanca
during Ramadan. When a siren went
off the people would stop whatever they were
doing and turn toward Mecca to pray.
"There were hundreds of people, as far as
youreye could see," said Clooney. "I remem-
loves his father, and because ofwhere he lives,
he cannot find anything else to do with his
time. It is the humanizing part of the movie
that draws the audience in. You sympathize
with this boy and wish that there was some-
thing better for him.
Finally there is Clooney, who plays Bob
Barnes, a CIA agent who is looking to finally
get out of the field, have a desk job, and be
around for his son, who will soon enter col-
lege. But when his assassination attempt on
Prince Nasir's life goes awry, Barnes is sud-
denly being investigated by the same people
he worked for and believed in.
Clooney is barely recognizable after
growing a lumberjack beard and gaining
more than 30 pounds for the role. But what is
recognizable ishis amazing acting ability. He
goes from a passive man who does what he is
told to an enraged man who will not juststand
around while his work is questioned.
One of the most difficult scenes to shoot
(according to Clooney) happened to be the
most difficult one for the audience to watch.
After being kidnapped during his assassina-
tion attempt, Clooney is tied to a chair and
tortured in various ways, including having
his fingernails ripped out with a wrench by
his captors.
"There's a lot more torture to it that you
ber sitting there watching that and thinking
anyone who thinks that they have thereligious
hierarchy over anyone else should be standing
here looking at thesepeople, and understand
that they have a very strong belief in what they
are doing as well."
You cannot have apolitical moviewithout
having some forms ofcorruption, and this is
seen on all different levels ofgovernment, but
also in the personal experiences ofeveryday
life.
"I started thinking more about the ways
that we sell ourselves, those little compromis-
es. You might call itcorruption, but corruption
is a big, broadword. The way I think ofit is it's
like a little, tiny, totally local, personal moral
collapse," said Gaghan. "What happens is you
might say 'in my gut it doesn't feel quite right,
but I can't really buck them. I can't buck
the system.'"
Though the movie does not leave the audi-
ence with a complete orhappy ending, Gaghan
does not consider himself a pessimist.
"I'm an American and I'm also an optimist,
and I'm ever-hopeful that we can go out in
the world and make a difference," he said.
"Maybe this democracy exportation project
will work, not in the short-run, but maybe in
the long-run, that we can help make the world
a better place."
"Our argument, of course, is to raise a debate, not to tell
people what the answers are, because clearly we don't
have any answers for this, the issues or the problems
-George Clooney
George Clooney gets serious in Syriana






The rise, fall andrevival ofa music legend
- this is not a new story to moviegoers. On
Nov. 18, Walk the Line (20th Century Fox)
entered theaters amid rave reviews and early
Oscar expectations.
Joaquin Phoenix (Johnny Cash), and Re-
ese Witherspoon (June Carter-Cash), do not
simply portray the country singing pair of
Cash and Carter, but to the audience, they
truly become the famed duo.
And although there is Oscar buzz, director
James Mangold created a film in which the
lessons are more important than a couple of
golden statues.
Cash died in 2003 of diabetes complica-
tions and still remains a musical legend. But
regardless ofwhether you are a Cash fan, or
whether you can even stomach long intervals
ofcountry music at all, this movie's value can
be applied universally.
From the start of the
movie, the audience
wants Cash to be suc-
cessful in music. Halfan
hour later, the audience
simply wants Cash to
be a decent man. This
movie, at times, is hard
to watch.
Carter is his opposite
and his only strength. She
tries to be his morals, his
caretaker, and, in theend,
it is Carter who lifts Cash
from his embarrassment
and self-hatred.
When Cash falls apart and loses control of
himself, it is hard not to cringe. One can see
in Phoenix's expression that no number of
public embarrassments were more difficult to
swallow than his complete failure at home.
Cash's life stops being about music and
starts being about deceiving the people close
to him. But in the end, Carter helps Cash find
redemption through his love for her and his
personal shame.
Similar to last year's Ray (Universal,
2004), this movie attacks substance-abuse
with ferocity. With great intensity, and in
relation to issues relevant today, Walk the
Line also addresses the pain and heartache
caused by a man's sinful actions and a broken
marriage.
The music, performances and precision
with which the movie is tied together are
rare commodities that are used to full capac-
ity in the film. Nothing is more valuable
though than the lesson that one should not
have to ruin the lives of many before fixing
one's own.




With each animated film released by
Walt Disney Pictures, the charm that the
company was once so hip to including in their






has continued to be
one of the top mov-
ies every weekend
since), is no excep-













some that by the end
the viewer finds themselves wishing upon
each character an unspeakable fate that will
almost certainly never arrive.
ChickenLittle tells the fairy tale ofChicken
Little - a chick who isn't very cool and has
gained a nasty reputation for over-exagger-
ating situations. After becoming a laughing
stock for saying that the sky is falling. Little
joins the school baseball team to make his
father proud.
Just as it seems things are starting to get
better for Chicken Little, he and his friends
find themselvesand their town in the midst of
an alien invasion. And so the story goes.
Unfortunately, the film feels like it moves
fast, but it never even gets started. It is only
an hour and a half long, and in that time
there is very little development of any of
the characters.
Little's friends - a duck, a fish and a pig
- aren't pleasant. Compared it to The Lion
King. Nala was charming. Timonand Pumba
were funny. Little's friends are neither: the
fish doesn't even speak, but when he starts
dancing viewers feel
a need to hang their
heads in shame.




contain jokes that are
subliminally geared
toward adults and it
is the same case with
ChickenLittle. Though
none of these are par-
ticularly hilarious in
Chicken Little, they are
the only edge found in
the movie.
For the most part,





whose voicing is poorest is Chicken Little
himself. Chicken Little is voiced by Zach
Braff, star of the television series "Scrubs"
and last year's successful sleeper hit Garden
State (Fox Searchlight, 2004), who is surpris-
ingly out of character.
By the end of the day all is saved, the les-
son is learned, and the love offamily is made
evident, the intellectual and moral value of
the film is close to nothing.
The sassy phrase "Oh, snap" is evenused
twice in the movie, sure to spawn a trend
throughout third grade classrooms across
the country. For people taking children to
see a wholesome family film, avoid wasting
your time, money and intellect on Chicken
Little.
Disney's Chicken Little falls short.




Darker than any previous Harry Potter
movie, the recently released Harry Potter
and the GobletofFire
(Warner Bros.) does
not disappoint, but in-
stead invites new fans
to stand in long lines at
the theater, waiting to
catch another glimpse




and faces them directly
in this latest film ad-




moments as Harry and
his peers grow up.
Not only does he
learn the art of ball-
room dancing and
courting girls in the
midst of adolescence,
he also challenges the
dark warlock, Lord
Voldemort (Ralph Fiennes), upon his
return.
With the freshness and creativity ofBritish
director Mike Newell (Four Weddings and a
Funeral), exciting scenes with dragons and
mermaids come to life on the big screen.
Dazzling special effects add to the appeal
as anxious audiences watch 16-year-old
Harry battle it out during the Triwizard
Tournament - an ongoing contest throughout
the film.
Harry's fourth year at his school, Hog-
warts, also provides plenty of humor along








folds as each char-
acter faces questions
about his or her love









earned a PG-13 rat-
ing, posing a prob-





installment with open arms, especially since
new characters who are introduced as stu-
dents from two foreign schools of magic,
begin attending Hogwarts.
Harry Potter and the Goblet ofFire is
emotionally powerful for all ages.
The kids grow up in Harry Pot-




Rent is the longest running show on
Broadway, the winner ofTony Awards and
a Pulitzer Prize, has toured the country
numerous times, has been translated into
several other languages and now it is a
movie.
The wonderful stage production can now
be seen on the big screen for the first time.
Rent is a musical written by Jonathan
Larson about a group of artistic friends
living in the Lower East Side of New York
fighting eviction, struggling to survive, and
half of them are living withAIDS.
The story follows their lives for a year,
especially during the last two weeks of
1989. It is when characters meet and, as
they sing in "La Vie Boheme," they be-
come "an us for once, instead of a them."
Most of the original Broadway cast
revived their roles and Chris Columbus
directed the movie.
Also, there were two new members
added to the cast.
Rosario Dawson took over the role of
Mimi Marquez - dancer, crack addict and
love interest of rocker Roger Davis (Adam
Pascal).
Also, Tracie Thorns now plays the role
of Joanne Jefferson









Could a cast well
into their 30s be
able to portray char-




ing the first two Harry Potter films, be able
to make a movie that would not only do
the stage production justice but would also
make Larson proud?
Upon seeing the movie it is obvious
that neither of these should have been a
concern.
The actors performed the task well and
Columbus did a fine job directing, not only
making a movie that was his vision but that
kept true to the story.
The biggest question on most people's
minds is - how close does it stick to the
original? But with the cast, and the Larson
family involved, the production kept very
close to the musical.
Not only was a large part of the original
dialogue kept in the movie, pieces of the
set were built to look like that of the Broad-
way set. Something that stuck out as being
strikingly similar were the dance moves
in "La Vie Boheme," which were just like
those in the stage production.
Still, some songs were cut and new
scenes were added to the movie, but those
changes were necessary for the film adapta-
tion.
Above everything else Rent is a story
about life, love and living each day like it is
your last.
Like they say in the AIDS Life Support
group that was a big part of the musical,
there is "no day but today."
Rent brings Broadway to the big screen beautifully.






Place: 901 E. Denny Way
321 Broadway Avenue E.
Hours: Daily 6:30 a.m.-ll:00 p.m.
Perks: Unique drink blends, outside
seating, Free Wi-fi
Nothing but a stand set up alongside a busy
street, the Vivace Espresso Bar is but an in-
dicator of their full Roasteria located on East
Denny Way. Still, it offers the same barista
skills Vivace pride themselves upon.
The sidewalk bar, which first opened in
1988, is staffed by friendly and knowledge-
able baristas who make all sorts of unique
drink blends.
Meant as an on-the-go coffee stop. Vivace
isn't intended to be a hangout spot. Still,
they have a few tables outside (complete
with umbrellas to shield the rain or sun) so
customers can sit and enjoy theirbeverage as
the world passes by.
Vivace is fine coffee in a fine location, and
students walking down Broadway should
avoid passing it by simply because of its
small size.
Tall Americano Coffee: $2.35
Tea: $2.00
Mocha: $3.50
House Special - Eggnog Latte: $3.45
People's Republic of Koffee
Place: 1720 12th Ave
Hours: Daily 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Perks: Chess for coffee drinkers, 100%
fair trade/locally grown/organic
coffee
Nothing more than a hole in the wall along
12th Avenue (just past the Seattle Police
Department's East Precinct), the People's
Republic of Koffee is truly an independent
coffee shop. Though it can only hold around
eight people - six on the couch and two at
the table outside - the Republic is very open
and invites passersby with its outdoor menu
and bright color scheme.
The walls inside are lined with works by
local artist MatthewWhitney, all ofwhich are
for sale. Though they don't offer drip coffee,
theAmericano isn't expensive and has a truly
bold flavor.
The People's Republic of Koffee also
stocks sandwiches and juice drinks. For
anybody looking to find a small coffee shop
operated by and supporting members of the
local community, the Republic is the ideal
location.
Tall Americano Coffee: $1.75
Tea: $2.25
Mocha: $3.25
House Special - Chai Tea: $3.25
JoeyAnchondo
Rob La Gatta enjoys a fine
brew at the People's Republic
of Koffee.
Hollywood authors bring
Fan-tan-stic fiction for all
Jacqueline Kim
kimj I @seattleu.edit
Fan-Tan (Alfred A. Knopf, 2005)
by Marlon Brando and Donald
Cammell
You don't have to know about China in
the 19205, sailing or pirates. Marlon Brando
and Donald Cammell's Fan-Tan paints a
swashbuckling scene that invites a world
of adventure. Set in the midst of wars and
revolutions is the tale ofAnatole Doultry as
he schemes with a dangerous woman and a
dangerous plan.
Doultry is in Victoria Gaol, a prison, when
we meet him for the first time. A tall, wily
dreamerand an old sensualist, he towers over
his fellow prisoners and warders. Doultry
eventually finds himself in the dangerous
company of the pirate queen, Lai Choi San.
Madame Lai is, in nearly every sense, the
fulfillmentofthe "Dragon Lady" cliche. Even
her broken speech falls in with the age-old
stereotype. Vicious, calculating, domineer-
ing and powerful, she outshines Doultry as a
character and keeps the book interesting, but
occasionally over the top. It is the interaction
of these two characters that provides serious
reflection on the complicated blending oftwo
different cultures.
The world these characters inhabit is not
unlike our own. Aside from the topographi-
cal difference, the cultural setting provides a
landscape of fast deals and double crosses.
Traversing the map over the South China
Sea, Doultry goes from Hong Kong to the
Philippines.
Brando's love affairand fascination with the
East plays out as he himselfsailed around the
same seas. His own experiences take us on a
tour of the world he saw, as well as a glimpse
into the worldof his imagination.
Readers should realize that if you're look-
ing for something lifelike, you won't find it
here.
This isn't a post-modern reflection or a ro-
mantic comedy with weight loss and prat-falls.
Fan-Tan is an old-school pulp throw-back.
And for the more sensitive connoisseurs, these
aren't the adventures of Horatio Homblower
- they are, at times, down right raunchy.
Undoubtably, part of the attraction of
this book is its writers. Written by screen
legends whose own tragic and enigmatic lives
prevented them from fully realizing their vi-
sion, Fan-Tan is a book that could have been
a movie. So if it sounds like a preview you'd
like to see in the theater, read it.
the ORBIT
On and off campus events that'll make your week spin.
THURSDAY, 12/01
Professor David Skover
Julia's (Broadway & Thomas)
6:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
All-ages
Hurricaine Katrina Benefit feat.























The Brief and Frightening Reigti











Cave In w/ Doomriders,
Lorene Drive, Playing Enemy
El Corazon



















Sonic Boom Records Holiday




$5/$2 vol canned good donation
21+
2005 Christmas Party Fest feat.
Ted Leo & The Pharmacists and
the Zebra Club 20th Annual











Deck the Hall Ball
Benefiting the Vera Pro] feat.
Death Cab for Cutie w/ Harvey
Danger, Aqueduct, Rockey Voto-




"Bring It & Screen It!" silk-
screening feat, various artists
Vera Project
6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
$5 design/$l5 t-shirt & design
All-ages
FRIDAY, 12/09
David Bazan (Pedro the Lion) w/




Some by Sea, Desert City




$7/$6 wt club card
All-ages
SATURDAY, 12/10
From First to Last, Haste The
Day, He is Legend w/ Reckless
El Corazon















Mon.-Thurs. - 7:30 p.m.
Fri. - 8 p.m.
Sat. - 2 p.m., 8 p.m.
Sun. -1 p.m., 6:30 p.m.
UPCONMING EVENTS...
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Early applications are now being accepted for the fail 2006 Class of the
International Development Internship Program. Students must be of
;uricr standing by the fall of 2006 to apply to the program.
International placement sites are avaisble in Africa, Asia arid both Central and
South America.
Applications must be turned in the Director's office at Hunfhausen 124.
Interviews are required of all applicants,
Applications available at Hunthausen 124 or on the web: www.seattlue.ediM:
For further information contact:
Dr. 3anetQuilliai - drector
296-2683
xuill@seattieu.edu
Designers Needed for Layout
The Spectator is looking for devoted individuals
to help design our pages. The position involves
a huge time commitment, so only serious
applicants will be considered.
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As a Soldier at the Defense Language Institute in
Monterey, California, you'll learn one of 21
languages. And you don't need to speak a foreign
language to qualify.
> > Call Sergeant Porter at 206-324-3437 about
college loan repayment and more Army benefits.
And see how you can become AN ARMY OF ONE.
> > Or talk to a Recruiter at the Metro Army Career
Center, 2301 S. Jackson, Suite 205 in Seattle.
Monday - Friday
B=oo a.m. - 4-00 p.m.
'Oarmv.COm ©2001. Paid for bv the U.S. Army. All rights reserved. AN ARMY OF ONE
NEAR SEATTLE UNIV.
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) Seac's annual final's week madness
r Late Night Poker Tournament!!
( Friday, Dec. 2
( Leßoux Room @ 8 p.m.
) Study Break Pancake Feed!
) Monday, Dec. 5
/ Leßoux Room 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
) Good Luck With Finals - From Everyone at ASSU!
r Come by and check out our office — there are going to be
( some great new changes made
Your time S SU Coat Drive fpj
is running
. Ending Soon fib.out to make lit; \
Christmas a "*T* C'ldf
..... . 4 OlLVV!? (206)296-6076little
this year!!! The | Sponsored\0 / LAST by Campus&
p. , / I i Ministry, Center
Ynil haVP uay to for Service, andmake a kAIL\J OMSAuntil Thursday, Dec. 8 to drop donation
off your wrapped gifts to the is Dec. 8
Student Center Pavilion, Rm /jjjfr 11 is a cold winter and we need
your help. We are collecting coats124. for New Horizon, a place which
J/ H I serves homeless youth. You mayIf you would like more information, W \ drop them off at Campus Ministry,
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200
Available Immediately!
Intern Position for Open Not Ready for
Minded Individuals. Earn the LSAT?
Large $$Commissionsss. I'm Steven Klein, LSAT spe-
Learn from Successful Real („' a''st Fourteen years and3000 students later, I dont
Estate Investors. Call for think anyone knows more
rwoiic icq about this test, or how to teachDetails -- Office. (206) 388- it than jdo Tha(,s why t still
3666 or Cell: (206) 403- teach my own classes. That's
s,*, 7 why you should call me.' • My nine week course features
36 hours of class time withHELP WANTED: weekly help sessions and five
Needed - tutor for high price oTlfip/01
" reasonable
school teen with learning I can answer any LSAT ques-
,• i • i•,• All ,• . tion - let me prove it. Call nowdisabilities. All subjects, for a free seml inar:
excellent pay. 4-12 hours/ 524-4915
Seeking part-time Nanny
NANNY, Madrona— two Tuesday afternoons and/or
mello boys (ages 3yrs Thursday mornings with
and 5 months) 2 days a j an(j 4 year january
week beginning January. start ]y[ust have childcare
$11 - $ 13/ hour. E-mail references. Located
Tara or Nate at clark_ near Seattle y. Email
nathaniel@hotmail.com kpavlidis@msn.com with
Todai Seattle Now Hiring resume or description of
F/T & P/T Cashier and experience. Pay negotiable
Hostess F/T & P/T Server. based on experience.
Interested applicants may Interested in Sports??? Come
apply in person. Ask for Write as a Sports Columnist.
MOD. Located inside Meetings Sunday Night @
Pacific Place Mall. 206-749- 6.00 pm next to the Cave in the
5100 Campion Dorm Basement.
Travel and Teach English!
oe, Earn a Seattle University Certificate in TESOL in 4 weeks
• Intensive Classes begin January 9, February 6, and March 6 HHH|H -
• Earn credits from Seattle University jf j
• Credits may apply to Master's Programs
"If you are interested in teaching ESL in the US or abroad, f' JjPKj
this is the programfor you! All of theclass instruction was \ IBuauSMwß
relevant and really prepared me to be an effective teacher." * ■■■■■■■■■IS
-From Nathan, a recent graduate
School of Teaching ESL
(in cooperation with Seattle University College of Education)
9620 Stone Ave N., Seattle, WA 98103
206.781.8607 | www.SCHOOLOFTESL.com | STESLinfo@seattleu.edu
Free Medical/Dental School
Plus $1279.00 a month!
The Army's Health Professions
Scholarship Program (HPSP) provides:
100% Tuition. Books and Fees
SI 279 Stinend Pay
Commission as an Army Officer
For more information please call:
Captain Dean Rasmussen
U.S. Army Health Care Team
Office: (206) 242-9357
Cell: (877) 722-2304 Toll Free
Email: lyle.rasmussen@usarec.army.mil
Marketplace
■3T ,w -v ' -Ipi
- i"n; -
* -
■ "I 1 r :
k/€bJ Vn4j€ °i.+* A/p
II More $noC>i<^ih*j- ~
* 1*° j%to^oynf
(Jje youi" WWp&i iR.f |wior\
«/> I!«<}«. *7 Rttf %
: xa mrr z
- S"nmif<*t^no^<doi«^. Coni
*
Advertise in the Spectator!






c ■ RLL SHLOrt/SPR SERVICES <
c
in
u A fashionable haircut or spa service at the hip new Gary Manuel Aveda
c Institute on Capitol Hill is always an incredible deal, and now through
December Bth on Tuesdays through Thursdays, you can receive $5 off
IE your next haircut (normally $12-18), color, salon, or spa service!
E
(E * All services provided by capable students (future professionals) and supervised by talented instructors.
Campus
VoicePhotos and Interviewsby Amy Daybert
"I haven't really thought about it
but I will. Starting...now."
Dean Powell
Sophomore Business Economics
"I'm personally okay with the
the way the smoking policy is
set up right now."
Kim Thomas
Program Advisor, Premajor Studies





tiative 901 in place




happen if SU be-
came smoke-free?
"I think people would









"Smoking outside and in the smok-
ers' pit is totally fine. Any more rules
would be hard to enforce."
Ali McCully (above left)
Freshman, Premajor






"I'm completely against it.
Smokers do their part by stay-
ing away from doors. Leave
the public areas alone."
Jon Matthews
Sophomore, Criminal Law
W" What's the deal with J^^^^*Sl. Student music returns t0
Page 3 k*d>s**ttkomJ Page 5
